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Abstract
This document is the heart of the MW4D IG work. Its purpose is to understand the current
challenges of deploying development-oriented services on mobile phones, evaluate existing
technologies, and identify the most promising directions to lower the barriers of developing,
deploying and accessing services on mobile phones and thereby creating an enabling environment
for more social-oriented services to appear.
This document is divided into two major parts. The first part presents the major challenges today for
both developing and accessing mobile services, potential ways to bridge them with existing tools,
technologies and infrastructure, and potential research directions to follow to provide a more
comprehensive resolution or solution. The second part focuses on presenting the major
technologies and the major options existing today to deploy content and applications on mobile
phones. For each of these technologies, the document presents a short analysis of the technology's
potential and the requirements in terms of infrastructure, devices, targeted end-users, and costs
associated with implementation and delivery.

Status of this Document
This section describes the status of this document at the time of its publication. Other documents
may supersede this document. A list of current W3C publications and the latest revision of this
technical report can be found in the W3C technical reports index at http://www.w3.org/TR/.
This is a public Interest Group Note produced by the Mobile Web for Social Development Interest
Group, which is part of the Mobile Web Initiative. This publication as an Interest Group Note
represents the completion of the first charter of group work. The contents of this document may be
subject to further iteration and development. Please send comments to public-mw4d@w3.org
(publicly archived).
Publication as an Interest Group Note does not imply endorsement by the W3C Membership. This is
a draft document and may be updated, replaced or obsoleted by other documents at any time. It is
inappropriate to cite this document as other than work in progress.
This document was produced by a group operating under the 5 February 2004 W3C Patent Policy.
The group does not expect this document to become a W3C Recommendation. W3C maintains a
public list of any patent disclosures made in connection with the deliverables of the group; that

page also includes instructions for disclosing a patent. An individual who has actual knowledge of a
patent which the individual believes contains Essential Claim(s) must disclose the information in
accordance with section 6 of the W3C Patent Policy.
The disclosure obligations of the Participants of this group are described in the charter.
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Executive Summary
This section summarizes the major findings described within the document, and gives an overview
of the different actions recommended. The document has two major objectives: firstly, to identify
challenges that have an impact on either developers or users of mobile services and content, and
secondly to investigate the potential of existing technologies to meet (at least some of) these
challenges. The technologies considered in the scope of this document are split into three

categories, depending on the type of infrastructure required. Indeed, networks can offer up to three
channels of communication.
NB: In this document, the term 'channel of communication ' will be used instead of the more
appropriate technical term [196]bearer services which might be less clear for non-technical readers,
or non-specialists.
Voice channel: The voice channel is used for person-to-person voice communications.
Signalling channel: Mobile networks have a dedicated channel, called a signalling channel,
which is used to monitor network operations, and activities on the other channels (voice and
data). This is the channel used by [1]SMS, and also a lesser-known technology called
[2]USSD, enabling applications for recharging prepaid subscriptions, or to get an account
balance for example.
Data channel: The data channel is the channel used by most applications to communicate
with remote computers, and, in general, to access the Internet
For each of the identified challenges in the roadmap, we investigate how it is handled by each of
the technologies working on these different channels.
This document has two major objectives to identify challenges that are impacting either developers
or users of mobile services and content, and to investigate the potential of existing technologies to
meet (part of) these challenges. The following tables summarize the findings of this roadmap. The
first table compares the abilities of the different technologies to meet the user-related challenges.
The second compares the abilities of the different technologies to meet the author-related
challenges.

Table 1: Technology capabilities vis-a-vis user-related challenges
People with Disabilities

People with low
reading skills

People speaking lesserknown languages

People without
computer literacy

Costs (for the end-user to access the
service)
Predictability

[Accessible]

Ok for people with Visual
Impairment

Ok

[Accessible]

[Accessible]

Ok for people with Visual
Impairment

Ok

Ok for pre-recorded audio file
No discoverability
/ issues with Text-to-speech
mechanism (1)/Doesn't
and speech recognition
work with portals
engines

[Depends on the Handset]

[Not Accessible]

[Poorly Accessible]

VoiceXML

Voice
Channel
Other Voice
Applications

SMS

Ok for pre-recorded audio file
No discoverability (1)
/ issues with Text-to-speech
mechanism/Works with
and speech recognition
portals
engines
[Aggregation hardly
[Accessible]
possible]

[Aggregation hardly
possible]

[No requirements]

Same as voice call

Usually more expensive
than SMS (3)

Works on all
Works on all
phones, even not
telephony networks
mobile

[Predictable cost]

[Expensive]

[No requirements]

Same as voice call

Usually more expensive
than SMS (3)

Works on all
Works on all
phones, even not
telephony networks
mobile

[Predictable cost]

[Potentially Expensive]

[No requirements]

Relatively expensive
depending on the
application

Works on all mobile
Works on all phones
networks

[Free]

[No requirements]

Free

Works on all mobile
Works on all phones
networks

depends on the handset and
No discoverability (1)
the network. Very few
mechanism/Doesn't work Same as SMS
operators supports
with portals
appropriate encoding

[Depends on the Handset]

[Poorly Accessible]

[Not Accessible]

[Aggregation hardly
possible]

[Free]

Depends on the accessibility
Only text
of the operating system of the
representation
handset

Depends on the handset and
No discoverability (1)
the network. Very few
mechanism/Doesn't work Free
operators supports
with portals
appropriate encoding.

[Depends on the Content
Developer]

[Potentially
Accessible]

[Accessible]

Ok if written in the right way
following Web Content
Accessibility Guidelines

No guidelines
available yet, but
supports of icons
and audio stream

Infrastructure can support all
Discoverability (1)
languages of the World, but
through search engines
only few languages
and portals
supported

[Potentially
Accessible]

[Problematic]

[Discoverable]

Handset

[Expensive]

Depends on the accessibility
only text
of the operating system of the
representation
handset

Signalling
Channel

USSD

[Accessible]

[Existing Applications can
[Predictable cost]
be aggregated]

[Accessible]

Infrastructure

Amount

[Not Predictable cost] [Not Expensive]

[Medium
Requirements]

[No Requirements]

[No requirements]

[No requirements]

[No requirements]

[Medium
Requirements]

Mobile Web

Data
Channel

[no support]
Other dataservice based
applications No default support of assistive
technologies or accessibility
interface on the phone

No guidelines
available yet, but
potential supports of
icons and audio
stream

[Aggregation hardly
possible]

Requires data
Not Predictable if not Usually at least 1000
service, GPRS
flat-rate plan
times cheaper than SMS
minimum

[Not Predictable cost] [Not Expensive]

[Medium
Requirements]

Depends on the handset, and
Requires data
No Discoverability (1) / on
Not Predictable if not Usually at least 1000
the appropriate
service, GPRS
some platforms,
flat-rate plan
times cheaper than SMS
implementation of the
minimum
application stores (2)
applications.

Needs at least a
java stack

[Medium
Requirements]

Needs at least a
java stack or an
operating system
APIs

(1)Discoverability: The ability for user to use tools to automatically find existing services, content or
applications. The existence of search engines on the Web enables potentially all resources to be
found by any users without external intervention
(2)Application stores: Digital distribution platforms for mobile devices. The application store is a
service accessible directly from the phone as a specific application that allows users to browse and
download applications. These applications are available to purchase or free of charge, depending
on the application. The applications are downloaded directly to the phone.
(3)Usually the price of one SMS is equivalent to a voice call of around 10 to 30 second duration
(national number, depending on intra/inter networks calls)
Author-related Challenges

Table 2: Technology capabilities vis-a-vis developer-related challenges
Tools
Expertise

VoiceXML
Voice
Channel

Other Voice
Applications

Signalling
Channel

USSD

Mobile Web

Data
Channel
Other dataservice based
applications

Costs (for the content author)
Application-level
tools (2)

Deployment

Monetization of services
Hosting

Delivery

Discoverability (3)

End-user Training

[Medium expertise
required ]

[Tools exist]

[No Tools]

[Possible but hard to
implement ]

[Expensive]

[Free]

[Existing Applications
can be aggregated]

[No Training Required]

No usability
guidelines - but
easy to use/easy to
understand markup
language

Free voice browsers,
standalone or as
extension for asterisk
exists. Voice
development
frameworks exist

No application-level
tools exists yet

Possibility to use surtaxed
phone numbers / no
monetization option at the
application level

Expensive infrastructure
required but could be free if
relying on a third-party
infrastructure/hosting service

Free except if
callback
mechanism
implemented

No discoverability (3)
mechanism / Works
with portals

Very easy to use for nontrained end-user

[High expertise
required]

[Tools exist]

[No Tools]

[Expensive]

[Free]

[Aggregation hardly
possible]

[No Training Required]

Expensive infrastructure
required

Free except if
callback
mechanism
implemented

No discoverability (3)
mechanism/Doesn't
work with portals

Very easy to use for nontrained end-user

[Aggregation hardly
possible]

[Minimal training and
Awareness Required]

No usability
Free and open source No application-level
guidelines / requires
tools available
tool exists
programming skills
[Low expertise
required]

SMS

Platform-level tools
(1)

[Possible but hard to
implement ]
Possibility to use surtaxed
phone numbers / no
monetization option at the
application level

[Tools exist]

[Few Tools exist]

[Difficult]

[Relatively Expensive]

[Expensive]

Low expertise
required on some
SMS platforms

Lots of free and open
source tools

Some application
level tools available
(mostly data
collections)

Premium rate SMS service (4)
available but difficult to
implement cross-network and
need deals with operators or
other companies to setup

Requires at least a pc and a
GSM modem or Web
connection + Subscription to
Bulk SMS provider

Cost of sending
No discoverability (3)
SMS is high for
mechanism/Doesn't
service
work with portals
providers

[High expertise
required]

[No Tools]

[No Tools]

[Difficult]

[Relatively Expensive]

[Free]

[Aggregation hardly
possible]

Programming skills No free and open
required
source tools available

No application level
tools available

No monetization possible
except through the operator
billing system

Requires at least a pc and a
gsm modem

Free

No discoverability (3)
mechanism/Doesn't
work with portals

[Low-expertise
required]

[Tools exist]

[Tools exist]

[Possible]

[Free]

[Free]

[Discoverable]

[Minimal Training
Required]

Free WYSIWYG
authoring tools
available

Lots of free and open
tools for support,
development or
authoring

Classical ecommerce
Few application level
techniques available but no
tools available
micropayment yet

Free hosting available

Free

Discoverability (3)
through search
engines and portals

Need configuration and
training on using a
browser, but then easy to
use content

[High expertise
Required]

[Few Tools exist]

[Few Tools exist]

[Possible]

[Moderately Expensive]

[Free]

[Aggregation possible
[Training Required]
in some cases]

Requires
programming skills

Lots of free SDK (5)

Few specific tools
available

Depends on the application,
Nothing specific available
but usually rely on free web
except with Application Stores
hosting solution

Free

no Discoverability (3) /
Needs specific
on some platforms,
application user training
application stores (6)

Interaction at user's
initiative / no way to
know how to interact with
the service. However
people are used to use
SMS client
[Training and Awareness
Required]
Interaction at user's
initiative / no way to
know how to interact with
the service

(1)Platform-level tool: Platform-level tools enable the use of a particular technology in a completely
free way, without any specific task focus. Examples of such tools are SMS Hub, HTML authoring
tools or Voice Authoring tools.
(2)Application level tool: More advanced tools focusing on specific tasks or type of applications,
offering advanced features, complex user interactions, or dynamic content, for authors without
programming skills.
(3)Discoverability: The ability for user to use tools to automatically find existing services, content or
applications. The existence of search engines on the Web enables potentially all resources to be
found by any users without external intervention.
(4)SDK: Software Development Kit
(5)Premium SMS Service: A way to have an SMS charged at a rate higher than a regular personto-person SMS. See [3]a detailed definition.
(6)Application stores: Digital distribution platforms for mobile devices. The application store is a
service accessible directly from the phone as a specific application that allows users to browse and
download applications. These applications are available to purchase or free of charge, depending
on the application. The applications are downloaded directly to the phone.
Future Directions to explore
For each of the challenges identified in sections 6.1 and 6.2, the roadmap identifies future directions
to explore or actions to launch. Those actions are of three types: R&D actions, Support Actions,
Recommendations.
R&D Actions
R&D actions are proposed for challenges that require further research, investigations or
standardization. The R&D actions suggested in the roadmap are the following:
Building a community on the theme of interfaces for people with low-reading skill, and
developing and standardizing guidelines and best practices for such interfaces, in particular
how to design meaningful icons
Adding support for more languages: Identifying best language targets, developing guidelines
for extending the number of languages supported in both Mobile Browsing, and Voice
Technologies (Text-to-Speech and Speech Recognition engines)
Exploring new paradigms in user interface, e.g. widget stores, that could lower the impact of
computer illiteracy
Establishing micro-payment on the Web
Developing off-line capabilities of Mobile Web Browsers
Developing usability guidelines for Voice applications
Developing adoption guidelines for integrating ICT services in rural and underprivileged
populations
Developing guidelines and best practices on how to build trust in service usage among
targeted populations
Support Actions
The support actions are proposed for challenges that require actions of dissemination, capacity
building or tools development. The support actions suggested in the roadmap are the following:
Raising awareness on the potential of mobile technologies in the entrepreneur and NGO
communities
Raising awareness on the potential of VoiceXML applications and building community around
the theme of Voice for Development
Building capacities on:
Mobile technologies, particularly VoiceXML, Mobile Web
Accessibility guidelines and how to design accessible content

Identifying gaps in tools for the different technologies, and launch community open
source development
Developing further a comprehensive repository of resources with stories and use-cases
with in-depth analyses and lessons learned, and links to relevant tools for different tasks
Packaging existing tools to build a low-cost easy-to-use minimal voice infrastructure
toolkit
Packaging existing tools and services to build an integrated toolkit to author and deploy
Mobile Web sites.
Recommendations
Recommendations are specific messages sent to specific actors or stakeholders of the domain. The
roadmap makes the following recommendations:
Targeted at network operators
Developing and extending Data Service, even low-bandwidth data services such as
GPRS with stable and reliable service at low-cost
Implementing Unicode support for SMS on all networks
Targeted at handset manufacturers
All handsets should have at least GPRS access and a J2ME/MIDP stack or a standardscompliant browser
Handsets should be extensible to support external/new character sets and to be usable
in all languages of the world
Handsets should provide software modules such as Text-to-Speech engines to improve
accessibility and offer opportunity for a greater support of voice
Targeted at public authorities
Considering the mobile platform as the most widely available option to deliver ICT
services to people
Developing policy frameworks that ease the work of potential service authors, particularly
entrepreneurs
Developing policy frameworks that enforce availability of minimal data service at low-cost
everywhere
Enforcing requirements on accessible and usable content for people with disabilities,
with low-reading skills, or who speak a non-supported language
Building national or regional platforms to enable Voice services
Targeted at service developers
Share, cooperate, collaborate and document work and projects so that the whole
community can benefit from the experience of others. In that regard, before engaging in
new projects, one should carefully examine preexisting projects and real market
needs/demands before (re)developing pieces that are already available
Implement and rely on documented open data formats that would allow aggregation of
information from different small systems as well as provide a global overview on what is
happening locally

1. Introduction
This document summarizes the work done and discussions held in the W3C Mobile Web for Social
Development Interest Group (MW4D) since June 2008 and in the two workshops organized [4]in
June 2008, and [5]April 2009. The aim of the MW4D group is to explore the potential of Web
technologies on Mobile phones as a solution to bridge the Digital Divide and provide Information
and Communication Technology (ICT) based services to rural communities and underprivileged
populations of Developing Countries. In the context of this document, the expression ' Mobile Web '
should be understood in its widest sense as accessing and interacting with Web content from a
mobile phone. It is not limited to Mobile Browsing. The section Technologies defines the different
technologies that are in the scope of this definition. The section Definitions, at the end of the
document summarizes the list of terms and their meaning.
This document provides a roadmap identifying the current usage and potential of mobile
technologies in Development and the current challenges and barriers and the potential directions to

explore in the future. The focus of this work is on content, applications and services. While there are
many initiatives looking at improving connectivity, bandwidth and infrastructure in Developing
Countries, this roadmap explores how to use existing infrastructure to provide services that would
contribute to social and economic development of rural and underprivileged populations. In this
regard, the document targets mainly devices that are currently deployed (low-end phones with
small screens). In this version of the document, mobile phones are considered exclusively as a
platform to access services and content, and not a platform to author or deliver them. This version
does not investigate specific application fields, but rather focuses on content, application and
services in general. Read the Scope of the Document section for further details.
This document is organized into ten sections. After this introduction, the second section presents
the motivation behind the work, the rationale for focusing on the mobile platform, and the gaps this
document intends to fill. The third section introduces and describes the objectives. The fourth
section details the scope of the document. The target audience is defined in the fifth section. The
sixth and seventh sections are the core sections of the document, introducing the major challenges
preventing a widespread usage of mobiles in development, and the technologies available today,
with their major strengths and potential improvement to address the identified challenges. The last
three sections provide a short conclusion of this work, a set of references that were useful in the
development of this document, and the list of people who contributed to the work.
This work is part of the [6]EU-FP7 project Digital World Forum focusing on the use of ICT to
leverage economic development in Africa and Latin America.

2. Motivation
The emergence of new information and communication technologies (ICT), the Web and Internet in
particular, in late 80s, has changed the World, offering a new paradigm in communication,
exchange and commerce. ICTs are also a great opportunity for the Developing World. Providing
basic social services (such as Health, Education, Business, Government, etc ) to rural communities
and under-privileged populations is of major importance to improve people's lives, and to sustain
development. Using ICTs would be the easiest and possibly only way to develop and deploy those
services. It is therefore critical to work towards finding solutions by realizing the potential of this
digital opportunity.
In this context, the recent explosion of mobile telephony in the Developing World is a great
opportunity. During 2009, according to the GSMA and ITU, the total number of mobile phone
subscriptions reached 4 billion, and 80% of the world population is currently covered by a GSM
network (source [7]GSMA universal Access report, [8]ITU Press Release). These numbers illustrate
the potential of the mobile platform to be the right solution to deploy services now, compared to
other existing (e.g. fixed line) and emerging options which are still in development phase (e.g.
low-cost laptops). Scientific micro-economic studies have provided clear measurable results. Recent
Studies in [9]fishing villages in India, in [10]crop markets in Uganda, or [11]grain markets in Niger
have demonstrated the impact of mobile phones and associated services on productivity and social
development.
However, the potential is far greater than this number. Indeed, it is still quite difficult to develop and
widely deploy reliable mobile content, services and applications targeted at and addressing specific
communities' needs. Despite the proof of concept demonstrated by numerous success stories (see
a [12]list of this stories) over the last few years, there is still today a limited number of services
available in the world, a limited number of actors in the Development sector able to mainstream
mobile technologies in their work, and a limited number of people in Developing Countries having
access to development-oriented services on mobile. The role of the W3C MW4D IG and this
document therefore is to assemble a global community of all stakeholders of the domain, identify
the major obstacles preventing development, and thereby take valuable steps toward realizing the
full potential of the mobile platform.

3. Objectives
There is currently no global initiative involving all the stakeholders from the domain of mobile ICT for

Development, and investigating how to realize the full potential benefit of the mobile platform. This
document, and the community around it, is striving to build consensus on the most promising
technologies capable of achieving global impact and realizing the promise of ICT for Development.
The MW4D roadmap has two main goals. The primary objective lies within the short term and is
targeted at practitioners. The roadmap seeks to provide actors within the field of international
development with up-to-date reference information concerning the functionality and availability of
mobile solutions; it also seeks to provide information about the tools enabling these solutions and
how to integrate them within mainstream work processes. The document seeks to inform
practitioners about the potential challenges which can be encountered during the implementation of
mobile projects. This information is intended to facilitate the selection of appropriate technologies,
techniques and workarounds by development practitioners, thereby lowering the barriers to mobile
technology use and adoption.
The secondary objective is targeted at actors involved in leveraging the impact of ICT for
Development. Its focus lies within the medium term. The MW4D roadmap aims to inform various
global actors of the current challenges and barriers that limit the potential impact of mobile
technology in development. More specifically, the document considers the following:
The challenges and barriers encountered by practitioners in developing, deploying and
leveraging access to mobile content, applications and services
The most promising courses of action for lowering and removing these barriers
The actions that could accelerate the adoption and impact of the mobile platform for
development

4. Scope of the Document
In this section, we describe in detail the different topics that are considered in the document, and
those that are either out of the scope, or considered for a future revision.
Content and Infrastructure
As mentioned earlier in the document, the field of ICT for Development has been attracting notable
attention from international organizations in the last decade. So far, most of the effort has been and
is still focused on the development of connectivity, infrastructure and bandwidth. The general role of
this document and the MW4D IG group is to focus on how to take advantage of these
infrastructures, and particularly the existing availability of mobile networks, to deliver human-centred
life-critical services to people. In other words, the focus of this work is on content and deployment of
numerous services.
Content and Infrastructure can be seen as different layers. The infrastructure offers different
channels to the Content or application layer. In this document, we will not investigate the different
technologies used in the infrastructure layer, but rather, we consider that the layer provides
potentially three types of channel and an associated cost for each of them. The three types of
channel are the following:
Voice channel enabling voice applications
Signalling channel enabling applications such as SMS and USSD
Data channel (with an associated bandwidth) enabling Internet-related applications
NB: in this document, the term channel of communication will be used instead of the more
appropriate technical term[196]bearer services which might be less clear for non-technical readers,
or non-specialists.
In the domain of mobile networks, GSM networks provide by default the voice and signalling
channel, with data services offered following the launch of GPRS-enabled networks.
This document explores how to leverage these three channels to deliver content, applications and
services to people. We consider in the document that we are working within the scope of mobile
networks, i.e. ones where voice and signalling channels are available. However, in specific cases or

under certain conditions, these channels are not available: only the data channel (e.g. Wifi or
Wimax connected mobile phones) is available. In these cases, the voice channel can be simulated
through voice-over-IP (VoIP) applications, and all recommendations and observations made in the
document are still applicable, except the unavailability of signalling channel, and related
technologies.
Mobile Device
The context of this document is to investigate how to take advantage of the huge installed base of
mobile phones in Developing Countries to deliver development-oriented services to people. In that
regard, the types of device considered are those widely available with small screen, limited
interaction methods, limited input mechanism, and limited computing power.
Mobile and Development
This document attempts to evaluate the role of mobile phones in Development and their impact on
livelihood. Mobiles are one of the tools that are available to the different actors of the Development
sector, and the aim of this document is to understand the actions that would lower the barriers of
integration of this tool and improve its impact in the work of the different actors. However, this
document does not seek to help actors of the development sector to determine if, for a specific
domain or a specific issue, for example, a mobile-based content or service is the most appropriate
solution to select. Numerous studies (see e.g. [13]Mobile for Development Report by Plan)
underline the importance of considering ICT in general as a tool and not as an objective to solve
existing problems and issues.
Application Field
This document focuses on evaluating generic technologies that enable the delivery of content and
applications on mobile phones. While [12]the existing projects and stories in different applications
domains are very useful to capture the potential and challenges of each of these technologies, this
version of the document will not consider specificities of each application domain (challenges of the
domain, potential impact of mobile in the domain, importance of the domain in social and economic
development, etc).
Mobile broadband and Smartphones
This document derives its content from studies of field experiences, and therefore reflects what is
available today in targeted countries. Technologies and infrastructure considered in this document
are already widely available, or will be so in the short-term. For instance, this document does not
investigate the possible mid/long-term future when mobile broadband and smart phones will be
widely available.
Accessibility
Accessibility of devices, services and content for people with disabilities is critical to ensure that the
benefits of ICT and the Information Society are available to all. This topic has been a focus of an
extensive domain of research and development since the early days of the Web, with the launch in
1997 of the [14]W3C Web Accessibility Initiative.
This roadmap does not aim to explore this domain in depth and/or identify new topics for
exploration. However, because potential content authors' need to understand the work done in this
area, the Challenges section has dedicated a chapter to this field, referencing both the relevant
material developed by other groups, and the tools available.
Mobile as an authoring and delivery platform
There are two themes that are currently emerging in the field of mobile for development: mobile as
an authoring platform and mobile as a delivery platform. Concerning the first theme, the potential of
mobile phones as an ICT platform is based, as mentioned before, on the still growing but already
extensive penetration of devices and networks all around the world.

However, today most mobile applications development takes place in a desktop PC environment,
and therefore people who do not have access to PC are merely content recipients and can barely
become producers or providers of services and information. This is clearly a problem, but some
initiatives (see e.g. [15]kiwanja's mobility project) are starting to explore how to offer authoring and
development environments on mobile phones, enabling those who have access to this platform to
become service providers. Concerning the second theme, there are some experiments on
peer-to-peer models where people can expose and share some of the content of their mobile to their
friends, families and colleagues. Some of these experiments are very specific ([16]sharing music,
[17]sharing photos) and some are more general, such as the development of a web server for
mobile phones (see [18]Nokia's project). Such solutions are very new, and are potential options to
provide connectivity or to lower the costs of offering information locally. Both domains are at the
early stages of exploration, and while they are interesting concepts, the study of these two fields will
be considered in the next revision of this roadmap, when they are more mature.
Technologies
A mobile phone can handle many different technologies and types of application. There are many
different ways to group these different technologies. In this document, we identify three families
based on the channel of communication they use:
Voice applications that are using the voice channel of the network. This is not solely related to
mobile networks, as fixed-line networks are offering this channel and therefore fixed-line
phones are also devices able to access such applications. It is important to note that such a
channel can be simulated on top of a data service (IP network) through Voice-over-IP (VoIP)
systems.
Applications using the signalling channel of mobile networks. Mobile networks have a specific
channel of communication, called signalling channel, which is used to monitor the network
operation. The two major technologies relying on this channel are SMS ([3]Short Message
Service and USSD ([2]Unstructured Supplementary Service Data).
Data-service based applications. This family of applications gathers all applications relying on
IP networks, and available on the Internet.
In the Technologies section of this document, we describe in detail each of these families of
technologies.
NB: This document is a technical roadmap that requires the reader to have domain knowledge and
a technical background.

5. Audience
This document targets different actors of the ICT for Development domain at different levels. The
following is a list of the major stakeholders and their potential interests in this roadmap.
Individuals/Organizations/Entrepreneurs/etc. that are interested in learning how to build and
deliver mobile services today. The roadmap describes the available technologies, and related
tools, and presents the critical factors to take into account when designing new services.
Based on the relevance of one or more challenges, people interested in developing and
deploying new services will be informed on the most appropriate option to select.
Mobile industry (handset manufacturers, operators, software makers etc) interested in
understanding the current domain barriers and providing appropriate services, pricing
schemes, or infrastructure that could have a positive impact on some of these barriers. The
roadmap identifies a set of requirements on infrastructure, handsets, and software that could
ease and leverage the development and deployment of and access to mobile services. This
set of requirements is partly targeted at the mobile industry.
Academics/Universities/Individuals working in capacity building and who are interested in
identifying the most promising technologies to transfer to current and future actors of
Developing Countries. Capacity building and training are critical to empowering people and
organizations to exploit mobile as an ICT platform. The roadmap describes different

technologies that are available on mobiles, their requirements on the infrastructure, handset
and the expertise needed to use/implement them. Based on the needs and contexts existing
in specific regions of the World, those organizations could identify the most relevant
technologies and then build capacities on them.
International organizations/Academics/R&D department/Foundations/Donors that are
interested in launching/funding actions to lower barriers for authoring, deploying and
accessing mobile content and services. The roadmap defines future actions that could lower
barriers to potential service providers, and end-users. Organizations interested in identifying
existing challenges, and the actions that could positively impact them will find a set of
recommendations that can drive their investments through research or funding.
Policy makers/Regulatory bodies/Governments: While this technical roadmap was not
designed primarily to support ICT policy makers, the knowledge of challenges that influence
development, deployment, access and availability of ICT services on mobiles is critical to drive
the design of efficient ICT policies. Information on available technologies, their requirements
on the infrastructure, and the way they can address some of the specificities existing locally
(illiteracy rate, languages used and their support in the ICT world, etc) is also critical.
Therefore, this document can help inform regulators and policy makers on which factors to
consider.

6. Challenges
This section of the roadmap presents the challenges identified by W3C MW4D IG that limit the
impact of mobile technologies in the Development sector. This part of the document is split in two
sub-sections: the first part explores the challenges of access, and the second part describes the
challenges of service development and deployment.

6.1 Access Challenges
This section describes the challenges users may experience when accessing specific content,
services or applications. The challenges described below may or may not be relevant in the
implementation of a specific project, but may need to be assessed or considered.
For each of the challenges, the document describes the issue, why it merits consideration, the
different options - technical or otherwise - to solve or work around the issue and the research and
development (R&D) actions that could facilitate its management.
6.1.1 Accessibility
Accessibility, in the context of broader Web access and in this document, in particular, covers the
challenges of accessing and using devices, content and services on the Web for people with
disabilities. Since the early days of the Web, extensive work has been conducted at the technical
and policy levels to ensure that everyone, including those with disabilities can access all content of
the Web. In that regard, when designing and implementing an application, it is critical to use the
right techniques that would allow people using assistive technologies to access and interact with the
service. While it is a very important issue in Developed Countries, it is even more critical in
Developing Countries. For instance, 87% of the visually impaired people in the world live in
Developing Countries (see [19]WHO Fact Sheet). Some countries are promoting or enforcing
accessibility in their policies, e.g. [20]Read Manila Declaration on Accessible ICT.
The following section references the relevant work done by the [21]W3C Web Accessibility Initiative,
and by the [22]W3C Mobile Web Initiative, and briefly introduces the ongoing work around
availability of low-cost assistive technologies in Developing Countries.
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
The [14]W3C Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) develops a set of documents named Web Content
Accessibility Guidelines. These documents explain how to make Web content accessible to people
with disabilities. Web "content" generally refers to the information in a Web page or Web

application, including text, images, forms, sounds, and other media.
From the [23]WCAG Overview page, there is a list of resources that can help a content or service
developer to meet accessibility criteria.
Device Accessibility
The [14]W3C WAI and the [24]W3C Mobile Web Initiative have also jointly developed a set of
documents that are considering accessibility in mobile browsing. Content and application
developers will find relevant guidelines and best practices on the [25]Web Content Accessibility and
Mobile Web Overview page to ensure that their content is accessible.
Assistive Technologies
The W3C WAI has identified the [26]key components required for the Web to be accessible to
people with disabilities. While most of these components are not specific to a developed or
developing country context, this resource merits further investigation. Indeed, Assistive
Technologies (AT) consist of screen readers, alternative keyboards, switches, scanning software,
etc and provide a human interface to the alternative text in various modalities. Access to AT and
their availabilities and affordability in a Developing Countries context are important issues. These
issues are well-known in the accessibility domain and a relatively large number of free AT are
starting to become available. Organizations such as [27]Raising the Floor with their '[28]Solutions
for Those with Extremely Limited Resources' group are also investigating this area and working
toward making more AT both available and affordable. See also [29]Assistive Technologies
Solutions who offer designs and plans, not specific to Web and ICT but with some dedicated
sections on these topics.
6.1.2 Illiteracy
[30]According to UNESCO, there are roughly one billion non-literate adults in the World, with 98%
of them in Developing Countries. Many countries in sub-Saharan Africa, south-east Asia and Latin
America have a low rate of literacy among adults, sometimes below 30 or 40 percent of the
population (see the [31]UNDP Human Development Index and a [32]World map of illiteracy).
Illiteracy is clearly a profound barrier to access of written content and applications on the Web. This
is also a barrier stopping underprivileged people benefiting from ICTs and accessing to
development-oriented services. It is therefore essential for content or service developers to evaluate
the importance of literacy among their targeted end-user population. In general, when a service is
attempting to reach the public at large, this challenge could be pervasive. It could also be present
when targeting specific categories of the population, particularly those in the low-income groups or
with [30]women who make up two-thirds of all non-literates.
In the remaining part of this sub-section, the document introduces different methods of tackling this
issue and identifies a number of potential actions towards making ICT applications usable by people
with low-reading skills. NB: At the time of writing this document, there are no standardized,
well-established techniques and guidelines available.
Also note that the aim of this section is to help content and service developers create solutions that
are usable by people with low-reading skills and not to understand how ICT on mobiles could help
improve the literacy rates.
Proximal Literacy
The first possible workaround in delivering content and services to people with low reading skills is
an organizational one, consisting of intermediaries that are literates. It is often possible to find a
literate person in a community who could serve as a relay to his or her community. This model is
particularly relevant in the Village Phone model, originally developed by Grameen Phone in
Bangladesh and now [33]developed further by Grameen Foundation. In this model, the village
phone operator is migrating from a pure phone operator to an ICT service provider. See for instance
the description of [34]Community Knowledge Worker.

Through such an organizational setup, the barriers of literacy, as well as languages and digital
literacy as described later in this document, can be lowered to a large extent. However, it is not
always possible to rely on such a concept. For instance, in cases where the service is targeting
users away from their communities (such as those "on the road", or migrant workers).
Using Voice modality
When people have low reading skills, the use of voice might be an option. There are two major ways
of using voice applications or audio content.
The first one is to develop a voice application, also known as IVR (Interactive Voice Response). This
document offers a dedicated section on Voice Applications that presents the principle, solutions and
the strengths and weaknesses of this approach of providing ICT services and Web access. Here,
the major issues are the requirements on the content authors to provide, in most cases, two
different applications if s/he wants to keep a traditional more complex/complete textual version.
The second option to provide audio output for a service is to use techniques and devices such as
screen readers, which were originally developed to address accessibility issues, particularly
blindness or visual impairment. There are indeed today software screen readers available on mobile
phones, which are generating audio output for application on the phones, including SMS and Web
browsers. The most well-known examples are [35]Talks and [36]Mobile Speak. While these
solutions offer very good results, they are not truly applicable in the context of this document.
Existing software screen readers are still very expensive, and they are not available on low-end
phones. Moreover, they require a specific installation process which in turn creates another barrier.
Finally, none of the current solutions enable user input, and therefore interaction with an application
is limited. We may see in the near future free and open source solutions of this kind. However, they
would only provide partial solutions for people with low-reading skills till interaction and input are
possible.
Using graphical representation / Meaningful icons
One of the most promising technical solutions in this area is the recent development of meaningful
icons and user interface design for illiterate users. This domain is an active area of research and a
number of papers on this topic have been published. See for examples [37]Optimal Audio-Visual
Representations for Illiterate Users of Computers by Microsoft Research India and [38]Developing
Design Recommendations for Computer Interfaces Accessible to Illiterate Users by Matthew Paul
Huenerfauth.
There are now commercial pilots such as the [39]Nokia's life tools suite, that are building on these
results. Some approaches have also tested combined solutions using meaningful icons annotated
with voice.
While this domain is still mostly at the research level, the results demonstrate the promise of
providing content and applications to people with low-reading skills. However, the major issue here
is the cost of capturing and designing the icons and the interface in a culturally relevant way. There
are currently no techniques, guidelines or well-defined methodologies to help application
developers to design such interfaces and icons.
Potential Future Directions
As presented above, there are some solutions to providing services to people with low-reading skills,
through the use, combined or not, of the voice modality and meaningful icons. This research must
now move into the mainstream domain and build a community of people who have experience in
one or more of these solutions. This community could help define guidelines, best practices and
methodologies necessary to build user interfaces that are usable by people with low-reading skills.
There are two major directions to follow with regards to icon design and graphics and vocal
annotation integration. Building a community, developing resources, sharing experiences,
standardizing best practices and disseminating information are all essential steps toward realizing a
significant improvement in this domain.

6.1.3 Localization/Internationalization
[30]According to UNESCO, there are roughly 1.25 billion people speaking lesser-known languages.
While many developing countries, particularly in Africa and Latin America, use English, Spanish or
French as one of the national official languages, many people (specifically the poorest part of the
population) speak, read and write their own native language only. The availability of content and
services in these local languages is critical to lowering the barriers to access ICT. Unfortunately, few
of these lesser-known languages currently exist in the Information Society. In the following section,
the document introduces the different workarounds that content authors can use today to provide
services to people who speak, read and write "ICT-unsupported" languages. The last part of this
section introduces potential actions to launch toward increasing the number of languages
supported in the ICT world. Readers interested in understanding this issue can also refer to [40]a
definition of Localization and Internationalization concepts and how they relate each other.
NB: The term "lesser-known languages", in the context of this document, refers to languages not
necessarily lesser-spoken in the World, but which do not attract attention from to the majority of the
developer communities active on the ICT domain.
Low-reading skills related workarounds
Although there is clearly a significant difference between people who have low-reading skills and
people who are literate in a language that is not supported in ICT, the only option today for content
and service developers to provide usable applications to people in the later category is to implement
some of the workarounds described in section 6.1.2.
Using intermediaries speaking a supported language
See details in section 6.1.2. This option would be effective in places where it is easy to find people
speaking supported languages. This is typically the case in countries having a Latin language as an
official language. Most African countries have French, English or Portuguese as national languages;
most of countries in Latin America also have Spanish or Portuguese as a national language. In
these countries, it might be easy to find someone in a particular community who is literate in the
national language supported in ICT. In Asia, the challenge might be more problematic.
Using Voice Modality
See details in section 6.1.2. The problem of supporting lesser-known languages is also a hurdle in
the Voice applications domain. There is indeed weak support for many of these languages in
existing Text-To-Speech engines, and Speech Recognition engines. See details in the Weaknesses
of Voice Applications. However, it is always possible to develop Voice applications using audio files
that are recorded in the targeted languages. Though this brings more complexity and less flexibility
to the application development process, it is today the only option to provide services in all
languages of the world.
Increasing the number of languages supported
The only way to lessen the impact of this challenge is to increase support for more languages in
ICT.
For a specific language to be supported by a specific technology, there are two aspects to consider:
the infrastructure (that allows a document to be localized in any language and dialect of the world)
and the components required for a specific language to be supported by all the elements of the
content production and consumption chain (authoring tools, client-side applications, input and
output mechanisms, etc).
Concerning the infrastructure, this is not an issue in the voice application area, at least regarding
delivery of content to the user, which is achieved through an audio stream. How the content is
conveyed and parsed to the platform generating the audio stream might be an issue. In the case of
VoiceXML, see [41]W3C Speech Interface Framework. For other types of voice applications, this
depends on the platform used.

In general, the problem is the support of speech recognition (SR) and text-to-speech (TTS) engines.
The availability of these key components in Voice application development is a critical factor to
leverage the number of these applications. Unfortunately, there is neither an established method
nor guidelines on how to implement support for a new language in SR and TTS, therefore limiting
the development of such components to experts in the domain. Developing a step-by-step process,
and standardized APIs (Application Programming Interface) for such tasks, would ease the
development process. These processes would also offer support for more languages through a
community process, and help create an initiative around multilingual free and open source SR and
TTS that would make a significant step toward realizing the potential of Voice applications in
Development.
With regards to SMS, there have been some initiatives to support non-Latin scripts, but in terms of
infrastructure many network operators still do not support [42]Unicode that allows almost all
languages to be represented in SMS. The lack of support for this standard by some network
operators prevents all initiatives at the handset level to offer a technology that supports more
languages. It is therefore essential to promote the use of Unicode by all network operators for SMS.
At the Web level, for HTML and XML languages, internationalization and localization have been a
domain of extensive research and development since 1998 and the launch of the [43]W3C
Internationalization Activity. Significant material --[44]specifications, techniques, quicktips, software
and so on-- have been developed by this activity, and a global framework for allowing any language
of the world to be represented on the Web has been established.
Though this framework exists, there are still only a few languages supported. There is a need to
identify the different building blocks and steps required to support new languages (character sets,
fonts or input methods for example) and to identify the most important languages to support in the
near future. An initiative by UNESCO, called [45]Initiative B@bel examined these issues in 2003,
and [46]some resources have been developed in this area. However, this work needs further
development, and a new leading initiative in this scope is required.
There is also a need for a global open source initiative to support free fonts. While similar initiatives
such as [47]Font Forge, [48]Metafont, or [49]Freefont already exist, further work focusing on
languages that are critical to lower the barriers to access ICT is essential.
6.1.4 Computer Literacy
The term 'Computer Literacy' or 'Information Literacy' describes the ability - usually through past
experience and training - for someone to search, find and use new content, applications and
services without requiring the provider of this content to develop dedicated training for his/her
service. This specific challenge does not directly affect delivery of services, but is essential for the
ecosystem of mobile content and services which will need to be able to cope with a huge number of
applications in the future.
This challenge predominantly concerns Web browsing, as other technologies such as SMS or Voice
applications require in all cases a specific advertisement and awareness campaign to disseminate
information about the service itself. The only potential workaround for these other technologies is
through portals. This workaround is described later in this section.
Furthermore, with respect to Web browsing, the critical challenge is to find a relevant
service/information among the billions of pages available. Using a multi-purpose generic web
browser with a complicated interface, manipulating URLs, or searching the Web are the basic
required skills. These skills rarely exist or are not natural in many underprivileged populations, or to
first-time Web users in general. As of today, there is no real solution other than training people. In
the following discussion, we examine several workaround solutions that reduce the complexity of
this task and some new technologies that have the potential to provide a better, more scalable
solution to this issue.
NB: In this sub-section, we don't treat the issue of availability and ease-of-access to the client
application on the mobile device. This topic is investigated for each technology in the Technologies
section.

Portals
Portals are a way to offer, through a single unified entry point, access to a suite of services and
content coming from different sources. This concept appeared on the Web in the 1990s before the
emergence of search engines. However, portals are not limited to Web browsing and are also
possible in voice, potentially in SMS, and other technologies.
They are a very powerful way to bring new content and services to people, and to largely reduce the
complexity for end-users who usually have to search, find and use new content. A portal might be
particularly appropriate in a community structure, or in a model like Village Phone Operators, where
one member of the community is computer literate and whose expertise benefits the entire
community. This is similar to literate intermediaries described earlier in this document.
However, portals have also limitations. The principle of portals is that they are managed, in most
cases, by hand, by the portal owner. The visibility of services is therefore decided by the manager of
the portal.
While there is no other easy way for new Voice or SMS applications to be found automatically
(except advertisement campaign), a portal is not always satisfactory for Web access and they may
lead to walled gardens, as happened during the early days of WAP and mobile Internet access. The
use of portals should be considered as an intermediary step. While providing an easier way for
people without Web experience to discover the Web and useful services, there should also be a
way for them to acquire skills on how to search, find and access content not on the portal. This goal
can be realized through the integration of full web access in the portal, and can be achieved with
the simple addition of links to search engines.
Mobile Widgets
Mobile widgets and application stores have been largely publicized thanks to the popularity of the
Apple iPhone. The development of similar services by many companies such as Google for the
[50]Android platform, Nokia with their [51]Ovi Store, or Qualcomm with their [52]Plaza service (see
[53]a complete list of these distribution platforms) demonstrate the growing interest of this new kind
of technology in the mobile sector. While they are considered today as a feature of very high-end
phones, this new technology, by offering an information-appliance type interface, has the power to
facilitate the access to development-oriented services on the Web. Coupled with work on
meaningful icons, it has the potential to lower some of the barriers mentioned in this document (see
also the section on monetization of Services). It is therefore essential to evaluate the potential of this
technology in reducing the required expertise to access search, find and access new services.
Stores can be considered as a new kind of portal that provides access to content for users, and a
business model for content developers
There are four different dimensions to consider: Access to services, discovery and installation of new
services, development and deployment of applications by the content provider, and requirements on
the handset. While it is critical to assess the improvement of usability brought by mobile widgets, it
is also essential to understand the whole ecosystem that could lead to the appearance of numerous
services, and would allow people to develop, deploy, and access services and content easily. For
instance, these stores present the risk as mentioned in the previous part of this section, to lead to a
walled garden situation, where users of these commercial stores are not able to access all content
on the Web.
At the time of writing, there is no initiative investigating the potential of this technology to improve
access to the Web for computer-illiterate people. Creating a community around this theme, with
actors of the mobile industry, actors of ICT for Development domain, Web specialists and
researchers, investigating and identifying the key components of the ecosystem, setting-up some
pilot projects and developing a roadmap would be useful actions that could make a significant step
in this area.
6.1.5 Costs for the end-user
When developing services targeted at the bottom of the pyramid, where potential users have a very

low-income, the cost of accessing and using the service is critical. In this section, we are not
addressing the issue of monetizing services for the content developer which is addressed later in
the document, but introducing the key aspects to consider for making the service accessible by
targeted end-user.
Affordability is a key barrier for using ICT, and the major part of the cost is related to the
infrastructure. However, how to lower these access costs is not part of the investigation of this
document. The pricing scheme is usually related to many factors such as the policy framework and
taxation scheme in the local country or region, the absence of monopoly or fair competition, the
number of competitors, or the way the costs of the physical infrastructure are shared or not. There
are specific studies conducted in this area on how to provide low-cost access to wireless
infrastructure. See e.g. [54]Low-access broadband access and infrastructure roadmap of EU-FP7
Digital World Forum project. There is also research related to the use of other types of infrastructure
other than mobile networks, such as Bluetooth technology, or radio broadcast, but this is also out of
the scope of this document which focuses on leveraging the number of services and valuable
content for social and economic development through existing mobile networks.
While the absolute cost of accessing and using a particular service is an important aspect, the
critical aspect is really the return on investment (RoI) for the user. While services, content and
applications around topics such as entertainment might be successful for many reasons, in the
context of this document (which focuses on social and economic development), the rationale for a
particular service should be to improve, one way or another, the income or the quality of life of the
targeted users. The increase of income could be direct (e.g. saving travel time and expenses) or
indirect, through e.g. education and training that would help the user to find (better) job, through
health or agriculture services that can help the user to work better to increase productivity, and so
on. Evaluating carefully the potential impact that the targeted service or application could have on
the income of the user is clearly a critical step of any project requirement phase.
The RoI depends on the cost of usage of the service. There are two dimensions critical for the user:
the total cost of usage, and the predictability of this cost. The selection of a particular technology
has an impact on these two dimensions. Each technology relies on a specific network layer. There
are different types of network connectivity or channel: Data, Voice and signalling.
Data channel includes technologies such as GPRS, 3G and related technologies which allow the
implementation of data transfer. These technologies are still charged based on the size of the data
transferred (per kilobytes) by operators in many mobile markets. In terms of costs, looking at the
price per character provided to the user, this is the cheapest technology by far, usually between 500
to 1000 times cheaper than SMS (See [55]African signal and [56]some other sites for a list of the
different pricing schemes and the price of SMS in Africa). However, except in the still very rare case
of flat rate plans, the predictability of the cost with such technologies is almost impossible to
establish, and completely out of management by the user. The user has no way of knowing in
advance how much actual data will be transferred, and therefore, how much it will cost, before the
end of their session.
NB: It is important to note that Data service characteristics and costs described in this section are
related to mobile networks, and mobile operator pricing schemes. There are ongoing experiments
and initiatives looking to provide free or low-cost flat-rate data connectivity to people through
technologies such as Wifi or Wimax. As mentioned in the 'Scope of the Document' section, it is not
in the scope of this document to discuss the underlying infrastructure technologies, however if a
content author is designing a service in such context, the costs of access for the user would be
marginal. There are also other technologies such as Bluetooth that can be used as the
infrastructure layer to provide connectivity at no-cost. While the use of such technologies has an
impact in terms of costs, and affordability for users, this has limited impact on how to build the
content or application to deliver to the final user, and therefore also out of the scope of this
document. Finally, the price of mobile data services might also be influenced by regulatory
authorities to promote and leverage access to ICT services.
Voice-based applications use the voice channel for communication. The cost of this channel is the
highest as it is based, like with regular phone calls, on the length of the call. For comparison, the
price of a SMS is usually equivalent to a ~10s conversation in an inter-network call, and ~30s in

intra-network call, which is a very short time to provide information to the user. However, the cost is
completely predictable by the user, who can stop the application at any time by hanging up. Some
possible workarounds are the use of the call-back mechanism through a [57]missed call by the
user, or the use of free phone numbers.
NB: It is important to note that the references used to evaluate the costs of voice applications are
based on the pricing scheme currently offered by operators, at the time of writing of this document.
However, this pricing scheme might be largely influenced by the regulatory authorities, which might
decide to promote voice applications by enforcing low-cost, or flat-rate costs for accessing such
applications. It is also important to note that flat-rate plans for voice calls (e.g. within the operator
network, or during off-peak hours) are starting to appear in different regions of the World. See
announcement of such plans in India: [58]free unlimited calls within the operator,and a [59]payper-call model where people pay for a call, independently of its length.
Signalling channel is the channel originally used for signal exchanges, not designed originally for
service delivery at the user level, but rather for the network operation. This includes SMS, but also
other technologies such as USSD.
In term of costs, as mentioned before, SMS are very expensive given the number of characters
available. However, there is no cost for the receiver of the message (except for the USA) and forthe
sender, the cost is completely predictable, except in the case of [60]premium services where the
cost is higher than a normal person-to-person SMS.
Some service providers have implemented missed call procedure that triggers the delivery of SMS
message or [61]the other way around (SMS triggering voice applications callback).
Some other technologies on this channel, such as USSD, don't yet have a billing system associated
with them and are still free for the user in most countries. This will no doubt change in the future, as
some operators have already implemented billing systems for USSD. See [62]Vodacom and
[63]MTN pricing in South Africa.
Also note also that many USSD-based services are not free.
Finally, while this is not related directly to cost, it is important to note that the vast majority of
subscriptions in Developing Countries are pre-paid plans ([64]95%in Africa). This has a major
impact in terms of how content providers monetize services.
NB: This section has the aim of informing potential service providers on the costs the user will
experience when accessing a service. In that regard, we are considering the social and economic
development a service could bring in terms of measurable impact and the RoI in terms of
quantitative value only. There is a broader view on the qualitative impact of mobile and mobile
services on people and human development which is far harder to quantify. It is essential to
consider this broader perspective as an element in the overall ecosystem.
6.1.6 Infrastructure
As mentioned in the previous section, the key focus of this roadmap is on content and not on the
underlying infrastructure. However, it is important to bear in mind the specific context available on
the targeted regions of the World (Developing Countries) has an impact on the selection of the
technology to implement a specific service.
In the Technologies section of this document, each technology studied has a specific section on its
infrastructure requirements. In this section, we detail factors to consider, and outline the information
which needs gathering in order to drive the selection of the most appropriate option.
There are two major aspects to consider: the availability of Data service and the type of connection
mode available.
In terms of type of connectivity available, as soon as a GSM network is in the range of the user,
voice and signalling services are available. It is not the case for data service. The wide availability of

reliable data service is a major limiting factor today for most of advanced technologies such as Web
browsing. As [65]underlined during the last workshop organized in the scope of MW4D IG, the
problem is not really the size of the bandwidth, and the availability of real broadband access such
as 3G networks, but the availability of data service, even low-bandwidth ones such as GPRS, that
would enable new types of technologies and services. It is important to note that there is a general
(and wrong) perception on the cost of data services compared to other technologies (see details in
the previous section), and the complexity of setting up such services (for example, GPRS set up
generally requires just a single SMS message to the operator to configure the user device).
In terms of connection mode, it is also critical to evaluate if the users of the service will be able to
work in a connected mode or a disconnected one, and at what duration. Among all the
technologies, only SMS services allow a true transparent disconnected mode. Voice applications
require a connected mode, and, concerning technologies relying on data services, while it might be
possible to find workarounds sometimes, many do not have an off-line mode.
Another critical dimension associated with the infrastructure is related to privacy and identity. It is
important to note that there is a relationship between the type of technology used and the way
identity is provided and confirmed to the service.
For SMS services, and other services using the signalling channel, the information about the
[66]callerID is carried to the service provider, and there is no way for the user to prevent that. In
some cases this might be an issue when e.g. reporting rights violations. In some other cases, the
service relies on this feature, for example m-banking systems. This might also be an issue in a
village phone operator model, where it is not possible for multiple people using the same SIM card
to have different m-banking accounts.
For voice services and voice applications, the user can decide whether or not to provide the
[66]callerID information, and the service can decide to use this information as an identifier or not.
The application can also decide to use an application level authentication, e.g. a username or
password.
For data services, it is almost impossible for the service to get the information about the [66]callerID,
and the authentication has to take place at the application level.
It is critical for a service developer to understand this issue, and the conditions in which the
developed service would be used (e.g. through a village phone operator model or not) to make the
appropriate choice of technologies.
NB: It is important to note that Data service and Voice service characteristics and costs described in
this section are related to mobile networks, and the mobile operator pricing scheme. There are
experimentations ongoing to provide free or low-cost flat-rate data connectivity to people in certain
regions of Africa, particularly South Africa, through technologies such as Wifi or Wimax. As
mentioned in the 'Scope of the Document' section, it is not in the scope of this document to discuss
the underlying infrastructure technologies, however if a content author is designing a service in
such context, it is worth bearing in mind that the costs of access for the user would likely be
marginal.
6.1.7 Handset
Handsets are clearly a critical element in the overall picture of the mobile service delivery chain.
There are two aspects to consider in this area: the type of handset and the model of usage.
Type of handset
In terms of characteristics, it is essential for a content author to have a sense of the type of handset
available in the pocket of the targeted end-user population. For voice applications and technologies
using the signalling channel (SMS or USSD) are available on all phones. All other technologies
relying on data service depend on the support by the handset of data service, and availability of
software and APIs in the operating system of the phone. It is extremely difficult to have reliable
statistics on the availability of specific features, such as support of some kind of data service (GPRS

or above), or availability of a Java API or a type of Web browser in the installed base of mobiles in
the World. However, there are some important facts to note:
Low-end phones are now offering minimal data service support and Web browsing
capabilities. See e.g. the characteristics of a [67]below-$50 phone with internet capabilities.
Most of the new phones shipped in 2008 have browsing capabilities. A [68]mobile industry
market analysis found out that among the 1.15 billion of mobile phones sold in 2008, 92%
have basic browsing capabilities.
Related to the section 6.1.2 and 6.1.4 presented earlier, the [68]same market study
established that 90% of the shipped phones have a color screen, and 71% have the ability to
display pictures.
It is also important to note that in 2008 the average replacement cycle of a mobile phone at a global
level was 14 months. This number does not reflect the situation in Developing Countries, where the
cycle is far longer, often due to recycling, reparation and reuse. However, while it is also very hard
to get any reliable information on this topic, the trend of support of data services, higher level APIs
and browsing capabilities is clear. In order to accelerate this trend, and enable higher level
technologies and higher level of services and applications, it is essential to promote the availability
of minimal characteristics in all phones, particularly the cheapest ones. These minimal capabilities
should at least include the support of a basic data service such as GPRS, and the support of Java
mobile applications that enable a wide range of applications, including Web Browsers.
Usage Model
As mentioned previously in this document, one popular model to increase access to mobile services
is the use of a shared model, like the original public phone model. This model, originally developed
in Bangladesh by Grameen Phone, is now being replicated in many places of the World. The use of
such model in the targeted end-user population is an essential point impacting the design of
content and services, and the choices of technology.
As mentioned in sections 6.1.2, 6.1.3, and 6.1.4, this model might solve some of the challenges
identified in the document. It might also sometimes be an issue, related to identification associated
with a specific SIM card, or callerID, as mentioned in section 6.1.6, or related to privacy when one
can access history and information coming from previous phone usage.
Finally, the use of a community phone as a bank of information might also be a possibility.
Technologies using textual content might allow people to more easily share the information and
associated costs between them, e.g. getting the news, or the weather forecast. Here again, it is
critical to understand the appropriateness of the technology in that case. For instance, voice
applications provide information to the user of the service only. SMS services provide information to
the user of the service, and any other user of the handset who can read the SMS. Web technology
offers some kind of caching capabilities that can enable shared usage, but that could be largely
improved.
It is therefore critical for a content author to identify, during the requirements phase, if the targeted
end-user population is structured around such a shared phone model, and if this is the case, what
implications it may have on the service.

6.2 Content Provider Challenges
This section of the roadmap presents the challenges and issues identified by W3C MW4D IG that
may be limiting the number of people or organization developing and deploying mobile applications,
content and services that could contribute to social and economic development. While the first part
of this chapter (section 6.1) was targeted at helping content authors in the design of their
applications, this second part is more dedicated to an international or a national audience interested
in engaging actions that would create an enabling environment for mobile-based applications.
This section is structured in seven parts investigating how to raise awareness, build capacity,

provide enabling tools, use the right business model, deploy applications, monitor and assess
impact, and improving scaling up from a small project to a more widely used service.
6.2.1 Awareness
For a number of years, the Development community has witnessed the explosion mobile telephony
first, and later the appearance of success stories that demonstrated that simple services on phones
have the potential to help the social and economic development of some communities (see e.g.
[9]the case of fishing village in Kerala, India). Most of those success stories are very simple services,
like weather forecast, market information, appointment managements and so one, which should be
easy to replicate. However, this is not really what appears to be happening now. While we observe
big projects developing at country or regional level, targeting huge numbers of people (see e.g.
[69]Tradenet/Esoko or [70]Voxiva), there is still a low-level activity at the grassroots level. One of the
major reasons for the low uptake of mobile ICT by grassroots organizations or entrepreneurs is the
lack of awareness in two dimensions: what is possible and what others are doing.
Knowing what's possible
One of the major issues today is the lack of awareness around the potential and openness of the
mobile platform. For lots of people, mobile phones are a closed world, more or less like television,
where the content is developed by the handset manufacturers and/or the network operators. Very
few people are aware that it is not necessary to have a deal with a mobile operator, or even their
permission, to develop and deploy an SMS, voice or mobile web service.
Local creativity and innovation can be stifled by this lack of awareness. Just demonstrating what is
possible and how to create content and services are often enough to unlock this potential.
Knowing what others are doing/have done
Another critical aspect is to know what others are doing. For instance, the number of crowdsourced
election monitoring projects in Africa is growing very quickly. One the first report was from
[71]Indonesia in 2005. Since then many other similar initiatives have appeared around the World
e.g. [72]in Nigeria in 2007, [73]in Sierra Leone the same year or in [74]Ghana in 2008. The success
of the original project and the media/blog coverage brought attention from many NGOs interested in
doing similar activities. Those NGOs realized the power of using ICT in these kinds of initiatives, and
decided to replicate the process. In this case, like in many others in different sectors, seeing people
and organizations tackling similar challenges or targeting the same goals and integrating mobile
technologies creates replication among other organizations, and helps them to learn from these
experiences, and re-apply them.
One key factor for an organization to investigate and integrate new mobile tools in their work is to
understand the impact of those tools in similar environments. It is therefore essential to reference
the different projects, stories, and cases on the use of Mobile technology in social-oriented service
delivery. In that regards, one first step is to link the different projects, as done by MW4D IG in its
[75]wiki of Stories. Early initiatives include[77]kiwanja.net mobile applications database and the
more recent [76]Mobileactive.org mDirectory. These initiatives could be extended further to include a
more in-depth analysis of each example: what are the tools used, what were the development costs,
the business model, the impact, the learning... Section 6.2.7 investigates in more detail the different
factors that can improve the replicability of projects and stories.
The same issue exists in the development of tools. Many projects are developing their own
applications while tools already exist with similar features. Some open source initiatives are trying
address this issue. See e.g. [78]Open Mobile Consortium, altough the re-inventing of wheels also
exists among the open source communities.
Potential Actions to address the challenge
In order to address the challenge of raising awareness of the potential of mobile technologies, it is
critical to organize dissemination events, such as hands-on workshops aimed at local NGOs and
entrepreneurs. In order to reach a greater impact, it might be useful to use cooperation networks

and networks of NGOs with presence in many countries as a vector of dissemination.
Developing a repository of use cases or completing/coordinating existing initiatives with in-depth
analysis is also an important resource which could trigger attention in different communities or in
specific sectors not using mobile technologies as a tool today.
It is also important to attract attention and raise awareness at a public authority level. At this level,
very few people are aware of the potential of mobile as an ICT platform, and very few regulatory
bodies are informed of existing challenges, and how policy and regulation can impact positively or
negatively on the growth of mobile content and services. Section 6.3 presents briefly some of the
factors and key aspects in this domain.
6.2.2 Expertise
Knowing what's possible, what other people have done and how they did it is critical as mentioned
in the previous section. However, moving from an observer position to an acting role, designing and
developing a service, often requires minimal expertise of the different technologies. Building
capacity on mobile technologies is therefore critical. Few initiatives exist today, the two major ones
coming from students and researchers of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT).
[79]African Information Technology Initiative (AITI): This initiative focus on mobile programming
for students with a computer science background. Courses are organized by volunteers during
summer sessions.
[80]Entrepreneurial Programming and Research On Mobiles (EPROM): This is initiative is of
broader scope, covering both programming sessions and courses for entrepreneurs.
While the success of these initiatives demonstrates the needs and interests for training and
teaching on the mobile platform, it is critical that their scope and coverage is extended. There are at
least two dimensions in which they could be scaled up.
At present these courses are taking place at the university level. It might be important to extend
them to other audiences such as NGOs, non-student entrepreneurs, and the public sector. The
requirements of each of the targeted crowds should be investigated (technical level...).
It is also worth considering more technologies. While EPROM is briefly covering SMS applications,
and Mobile Web, it would be interesting to develop these topics further, particularly around tools
available for content authors. It would also be interesting to cover voice technologies. The inclusion
of specific modules on entrepreneurship and business models is also critical.
Finally, the current coverage of these initiatives is still limited (generally a few countries only). In
order to have a more global impact, it would be interesting to try to enable a viral growth of such a
training concept through:
Organization, development, and maintenance of free training material particularly targeted at
those without a computer-science background
Creation and management of a community of trainers and teachers
Development of online training content for potential trainers with process and guidelines on
how to organize training sessions. This would help anyone to acquire the knowledge to setup
series of training workshops
The EPROM initiative has demonstrated most of this concept through e.g. [81]a public wiki with
training material. It would be beneficial to scale up the concept along the dimensions mentioned
above.
6.2.3 Tools
The third critical aspect to enable people and organizations to mainstream mobile technologies in
their work is the availability of tools. Indeed, in order to see a real take-off of mobile content and
services, it should be possible for the thousands of small NGOs and individual entrepreneurs to

create and deploy those content and services. However, most of these small organizations don't
have expertise and skills in programming or in computer science and telecommunication in general.
For them to provide services, it is critical to have access to tools that are free and easy to use, and
that would enable authoring, and perform delivery action without programming skills.
There are different levels of tools that can enable those targeted non-computer-specialists.
Platform level-tools
Platform-level tools are tools which enable the use of a particular technology in a completely free
way. An example is e.g. a SMS gateway enabling people to create group of users, and keywords to
react on. It enables the application of SMS without being tied to a particular task or a particular
service. Having such tools for all major technologies is important. In Section 7 of this document,
each technology investigated has a section on available tools. Among the numerous features, the
most important ones are:
Free availability
Open-source: using open source software is critical to ensure its evolution, and development
of extra modules and functionalities, or localization by the community.
Easy to use, preferably WYSIWYG, authoring tools
Packaged: for some technology e.g. mobile web applications or VoiceXML applications,
authoring and delivery of services are not taking place in the same place. It is therefore
important to have tools managing the different tasks. It is also critical to have guidelines and
references on all the different required components to author and deploy a specific service
With a strong community: as mentioned in Section 6.2.1, knowing what others are doing and
how there are doing it is crucial. Having a strong community using a tool enables shared
learning and more applications. It also ensure that the tool will evolve based on user needs
As mentioned before, the different 'tools' sub-sections of Section 7 on Technologies list and link
some of the existing tools for each technology. However, a more exhaustive investigation, as well as
a complete and formal analysis of the landscape, and the identification of the potential gaps, is
required. It would be essential to identify the critical requirements and most important features
needed in each category (such as compliance to standards), and investigate their support in the
current list of tools.
Application/Task Specific tools
Platform-level tools are important because they enable all kinds of content and services without
restriction. For static content, or easy tasks like simple form filling without data analysis, this is
usually enough. However, in order to have advanced features, complex user interactions, or
dynamic content, it is difficult, without programming skills, to develop applications. It is therefore
essential to have higher-level tools that are enabling specific tasks, or specific applications. Some
free and open source tools are starting to appear. One of the most active fields is data collection.
Data collection and results analysis are very common tasks in many sectors, like e.g. health (patient
records), agriculture (market information), or election monitoring (filling reports on specific events).
Another leading platform today is [82]Ushahidi, a platform for crowdsourced information. This
platform enables the mashup of different reports in a geographical representation. It could be used
for very different purposes such as election monitoring or tracking the evolution of diseases in a
region.
These higher-level tools enable more advanced applications, and it would be interesting to identify
what kind of other types of tools would enable more services. An example could be around
exploiting the camera available of many phones. See e.g. [83]the case presented during the MW4D
Workshop in 2009.
A critical aspect for these tools is their ability to use different channels or technologies (e.g. SMS,
Voice, Web...) and to rely on any underlying infrastructure that could change from one project to
another. It is also critical for them to use standardized interfaces so that they could be 'mashed'
together easily for a specific purpose or goal.

Here again, a formal analysis of existing products and the global landscape would be critical to
identify potential extensions and required future developments.
6.2.4 Business Model
Developing and deploying services is not free. Out of the specific time to learn the technology,
design the service or content, and author it, there are other costs for the content author in setting up
the service and delivering it to end-users. To be sustainable, it is essential for the organization to at
least cover these costs, and even generate a revenue stream in the case of entrepreneurs. In some
cases, it is also critical to provide a completely free service to people (e.g. providing health
information or alerts). In this section, we describe, in the first part, the different types of cost a
service provider should consider. In the second part, we introduce some information on how to
monetize services, and in the last part we present a number of ways to provide free services.
Costs for Service Providers
These costs can be split into two categories: hosting and delivery costs.
Hosting costs are the costs incurred by the setup of an appropriate infrastructure that enables
potential users to access the service. It is directly linked to the type of technology selected. In some
cases, as with web content, one can find free hosting services. In other cases as with SMS, all you
need is at least one computer and one mobile subscription to run the service. In Section 7 of this
document, for each technology, the hosting cost is described.
Delivery costs are the cost incurred by the delivery of services. In the case of data-connection, there
is usually no delivery cost, because there are many free hosting services all over the Internet. In
case of SMS, the costs are associated with the sending of SMS to users. In case of voice
applications, it depends on the initiator of the call. If the service is initiating the call, the cost is on
the service provider. If the user is calling the service, the cost is on the user. It is important to note
that in the case of SMS and Voice, the delivery costs varies according to the mobile network used
by the service and the mobile network used by the user (international call and SMS, as well as internetwork call and SMS are more expensive).
Identifying and evaluating the costs of hosting and delivery is critical in choosing the right business
model.
Service Delivery Model
As mentioned above and in Section 6.1.5, it is critical during the design of a service to identify who
should pay for the service. Some services are public services and should be covered by the provider
of the service whereas some commercial services should be paid by the user. Some marketing
strategies recommend to start with free services to advertise and demonstrate their usefulness,
before making them commercial. The choice of technology has a direct impact on the
implementation of one or other model. In the next section, we will discuss how to generate revenue
from a service. In this section we review the different free delivery models.
Each category of technology has its own strengths and weaknesses. In terms on delivery of
services, voice applications are often the most flexible options. Two different models are available:
Use of a free phone number: it is possible to get a free phone number, so that people will not
pay when calling it. Depending on the local telecommunication policies and regulations, the
concept of a free phone number is usually implemented cross-operator. The issue with this
option is the need to buy and install such a number which is usually tied to a fixed line
subscription, which might or might not be a challenge in some contexts.
Call-back mechanism: Through for example a call-me like service ([84]see an example in
Tanzania), or through a [85]missed call, it is possible to relatively easily implement a call-back
mechanism where the user does not pay anything. See an [61]example of such a service in
Zimbabwe.
It is also important to note that Voice-over-IP (VoIP) systems are free to use (but should be

considered, in terms of business model, as a data-service application).
The case of applications working on the signalling channel (see section 7.2) is not homogeneous.
Most technologies in this category don't have a billing system, and therefore are totally free for
users. This is not the case of the most popular one, SMS.
For SMS applications, one way to provide a free service to users is through the broadcast of
information. It is also possible to imagine that one can implement a kind of call-back mechanism for
SMS too. However, the issue with both options is the challenge for the user who has to interact with
the service. Sending back information to the service is not free. Another option may be reversebilling by the service provider, but this option is not always made available or offered by operators.
For applications using data-services, there is no specific cost for the delivery of the service itself, but
the connectivity, the bandwidth and the size of data transferred is usually charged to the users, and
cannot be supported by the service provider, as this is independent of the service itself.
Because the characteristics described in this section are intrinsic to each technology, there is no
real way to change this situation at a technical level. Most of the solutions are at the policy level and
are out of the scope of this document.
Monetization of Services
As mentioned in Section 6.1.5, the success of a specific service depends largely on the ratio
between costs for the user and added-value. At the same time, sustainability hinges on costs on the
author side being at least covered (it often provides additional revenue, i.e. profit, in many cases). In
the previous section, we investigated how to provide free services to people. In this section, we
investigate how to monetize services.
NB: We are investigating the monetization of services from a technical point of view. It is out of the
scope of this document to help content authors define the right pricing scheme for their services.
For that, the service provider has to make a detailed analysis including summing-up all the costs he
has to support (development, hosting, delivery, advertising, training, maintenance...), evaluating the
potential increase of income or interest and costs on the user side, his purchasing power , and so
on.
Monetizing services means selling the service to the user for a specific cost. It is possible to
implement the management of the monetization of the service independently, for example through a
monthly subscription not managed within the application itself. In this section, we investigate the
option to manage the monetization within the service.
With mobile technology, there are two options for the monetization: at the application level, and at
the network level.
Monetization at the network level
Here, the principle is that the costs of the service will be charged directly to the user account
(prepaid or postpaid) transparently to the user. The service provider has a deal with the network
operator, or with a company linked to multiple operators which allow him to get a percentage of
what is charged to the user (revenue sharing). Here again this largely depends on the technology:
Voice Applications
It is possible for a voice application provider to buy a surtaxed number so that user calling it will pay
more than the usual cost of the call, and a share of the money is given back to the service provider.
This solution is not very flexible altough it is relatively easy to implement, as it requires deal with
operators or an external company at least, but usually is relatively easy to setup. However, in most
countries, the policy framework makes it mandatory to easy identify these surtaxed numbers, and
users are losing the sense of cost predictability, and are often reluctant to use such numbers.
SMS Applications

We are only considering in this section SMS. Indeed, while in principle, they can support
monetization of services, in practice, other type of technologies need access to the billing system of
the operator, as no other interfaces are available. This limits the use of these types of technologies
for monetization.
Concerning SMS, the situation is close to the voice case, with 'premium rate' SMS offering revenue
sharing. The situation is usually harder to implement across multiple networks, and the issue
around predictability is also present.
Data-service Applications
In terms of data-service applications, there is no way to setup such revenue sharing option as the
application as no knowledge on the underlying infrastructure providing data services.
Monetization at the application level
The principle is that the monetization is managed at the application level. This is not something
generally possible for SMS or voice applications. It is possible to implement external payments from
mobile phones through m-banking, but this is not linked to the service directly.
The major advantage of managing monetization and payment at the application level is the
independence vis-a-vis the network operators, and its applicability in all types of connectivity.
Concerning Web resources, there is no simple, easy and transparent way of implementing
payments on an application. There are the classical ecommerce techniques (such as using
intermediaries like Paypal, or credit card number), but they are not applicable in context of very
small amount of money ([86]micro-payments or micro-commerce), where the cost of the transaction
can be up to ten or hundred times more expensive than the amount of the payment. As underlined
in the [87]MW4D Workshop in 2009 Executive Summary, there is need for developing infrastructure,
standards and tools in this domain.
With other types of data applications, the situation is similar. The application stores model
mentioned in Section 6.1.4 represents a good option for revenue sharing, and for content providers
to generate revenue from their content. This is, however, only for the sale of the applications itself,
and often not for any micro-payments incurred during the use of the service.
In conclusion, while some techniques and solutions exists for monetizing services with SMS and
voice, there is no simple methods for peer-to-peer payments without an operator in the middle, and
this is a limiting factor for monetizing services using these technologies.
On the Web side, the absence of micro-payment technologies is also an issue that needs to be
investigated further.
6.2.5 Deployment
The major objective of any service or content provider is to reach as many people as possible, and
to develop the largest possible community of users. Therefore, the strategy for the deployment of a
new service is crucial. There are three dimensions to consider in the deployment phases: the
dissemination of the information about the new service, the trust the targeted end-user has in the
service, and the required training necessary to use the application.
Discoverability
The first factor is linked to the technology itself and its ability to offer a way for user to search, find
and use new services. This is called discoverability.
SMS and other signalling channel-based technologies do not offer the user any built-in way of
searching and finding new content and services. Operators usually offer a portal or a description of
some of the services, but this is an adhoc service and any service wishing to appear in the list have
to deal with each network operator. It is also a challenge to know how to use a service, except

through extra interaction cycles (such as the generic 'HELP' keyword). Neither is it possible to really
implement transparently the notion of portals in SMS for applications hosted on different SMS hubs
(see details in Section 7.2.2).
Voice applications have similar issues. There is no way to automatically 'know' the phone numbers
to call to reach a specific service. However, the use of specific technologies like VoiceXML (see
section 7.1) can partly overcome this issue through the design of portals gathering different
applications coming from different sources.
Web resources, in terms of discoverability, are the most scalable, flexible and easy to use option.
Search engines have demonstrated their ability to handle more than one trillions of resources.
Portals are also a proven method of decreasing the complexity of search. See a more detailed
investigation on this topic in Section 6.1.4.
Other data-service applications can, on some platforms, rely on application stores that offer easy to
use discoverability features. However, the policy associated with some of the stores might be a
barrier for some application developers. Otherwise, authors can simply put their applications on the
Web for download, and benefit from more general Web discoverability.
In cases of a lack of discoverability mechanism, or in a population with low computer literacy, the
only way to disseminate information and raise awareness is through more traditional channels such
as radio, TV, advertisements, and newspapers.
Trust
The second critical point is about trust. This is not a technical issue at all, but it is an important
concept for a service author to understand. Although people might be aware of an existing
application or content, they might not want to use it because they don't trust it. This is particularly
the case for applications where there is no immediate payback, or that might have a significant
impact on people. An example may be in the teaching new agriculture techniques. In such a case,
people would decide to use new techniques that might jeopardize their production for a year if, and
only if, they strongly trust the source teaching them the techniques. Identifying in a particular
structure or community how the chain of trust is organized is critical in finding the appropriate entry
points. The availability and use of trusted intermediaries such as village phone operators is a perfect
entry point. When not available, the task might be more difficult, and it would be important to
identify use cases, success and failures, and establish best practices in terms of trust. Technically,
it might be possible to build trusted intermediaries in the form of portals. Such a solution should be
investigated further.
In order to achieve the maximum acceptance rate of a product or service, one could also use a
co-design process to develop it i.e., to design and innovate with people and not just for them.
Co-design differs from participatory design and user centric design as it involves all the relevant
stakeholders (end-user handset manufacturers, operators, software makers, etc) (c.f.
[88]Challenges and merits of co-design of mobile concepts by Jenny de Boer, Liliane Kuiper,
MobileHCI 2008) as active participants throughout the entire process of designing. The co-design
process allows to understand the structure of the local community in order to receive input from the
different stakeholders and emulate peers learning (c.f. [89]Social Dynamics of Early Stage
Co-Design in Developing Regions by Divya Ramachandran, Matthew Kam, Jane Chiu, John Canny,
James L. Frankel,Proceedings of the SIGCHI conference on Human factors in computing system) .
As the technology literacy in emerging regions is often unknown, the use of artifacts is
recommended to assess it and evaluate the market expectation of the community. A co-design/cocreation approach could also be used to imagine, launch, and grow a sustainable business in
emerging regions. In that case, the co-design process will not only produce a product or service, but
also a business model and a strategy that creates long-term community value and corporate growth
(c.f. [90]BoP Protocol (2nd Edition): Towards Next-Generation BOP Strategy by Erik Simanis &
Stuart Hart, et al.).
Training
The last point in this section is around training. People might know about a service and they might

trust it, but for them to use it, they have to be trained. This is an important step in the deployment
phase. The first step into the application depends of the technology itself. SMS is usually at the
user's initiative: you have to know more or less the type of command you can send to the
application. In that case, the training is important, depending on the number and complexity of
actions.
With other technologies - voice, Web or other type of data-service applications- the initiative is on
the service side: actionable content is presented to the user, either visually or graphically. However,
there is today a lack of widely adopted guidelines for designing easy-to-use natural visual and vocal
user interfaces. In the graphical user interface design, though a growing community is working on
participatory design within the context of developing countries, defined methodologies, guidelines
and best practices are yet to come. This direction has to be explored further. In the voice interface,
there are no established guidelines and best practices. This has to be further investigated too.
6.2.6 Monitoring and Assessment
Monitoring and assessment are critical activities in all projects, particularly in ICT. Most of funders
and donors require project impact assessments. It is not in the scope of this document to discuss
the best ways of assessing projects, identifying critical factors to measure, and best practices to
measure them. There is extensive literature on these topics. See for example a review of this
literature, [91]Compendium on Impact Assessment of ICT-for-Development Projects. However, we
should note the importance of capturing and integrating user feedback about the content and
service developed, and to monitor the device and network performance. Those factors are critical to
understand the key barriers or improvements that could be integrated.
6.2.7 Scalability and Replicability
Scalability and Replicability are the two key concepts to achieve a global impact. When a specific
service contribute to socio-economic development in a small community somewhere deep in a
specific country, public authorities or development agencies are usually willing to scale such a
system to extend the coverage. Scaling-up a service has usually two objectives:
Extending the benefits of the service to (a larger part of) a country
Providing a global view of what's happening in the country: e.g. a global health system can
give hints about an epidemic
The first and most traditional way of scaling up is just by extending the system (vertical growth):
dedicating more computing power and more resources so that the service can handle more users,
and cover more use cases. As underlined in the [87]MW4D Workshop in 2009 Executive Summary,
there are a number of issues with such approach:
Big investment: building a big system creates a single point of failure, that therefore requires
proper replication, expensive hardware and more expertise to manage it. Such systems are
then less replicable in other contexts due to their costs
Local relevancy: building a system that covers a bigger area and a bigger number of people
requires adequate coverage of different use cases. E.g. for a market price information system,
you need to cover more crops, which are not relevant in many regions. Moreover, the system is
managed in places more distant to the user, and therefore, is less cognizant of the exact
needs and requirements.
Trust: As mentioned in the previous section, building trust in the service is a critical step, and
far more difficult to reach if the system is far from the user.
Complexity: Finally, managing more users and use cases, makes systems far more complex
for the user, for the developers and for the maintenance, which in turn results in less flexibility,
and fewer evolutions and innovations.
The other option for scaling-up a service is through replication (organic or horizontal growth). The
principle is to keep a service simple, and only replicate it at other locations to extend the coverage.
The best example of such a scalable model is the growth of the Web in past 20 years, moving from
a single user to 1.5 billion userstoday. The Web, i.e. billions and billions of resources, is a

completely decentralized system, with simple web servers handling small groups of users and
resources. Below is an attempt to identify the key features that explain such successful organic
growth, ones that are critical to create highly replicable solutions:
Interoperability: This is the most important factor. Having interoperable technologies allows
global effects from local actions. Having solutions that works on all handsets, and all
infrastructures is critical
Visibility: People that have problems and are looking for solutions have to be able to find and
see what others are doing. Otherwise, they will start from scratch and make their own choices,
leading most of the time to the same issues that others already experienced. Learning by
understanding what others are doing is an important vector of dissemination (also mentioned
in Section 6.2.1).
Openness: It is beneficial to understand that someone did something similar to what I want to
do. But if I cannot closely examine the solution, if I cannot use the same technology or the
same tools and if the solution is more advertised than shared, then this is not really useful.
Having solutions fully accessible and readable is a critical factor for people to understand how
to achieve desired behaviors. The openness is at different level: openness of the solution,
openness of the standards used for the solution, openness of the software used, and
openness of the data managed by the solution so that someone could access it and
aggregate
Customizability/modularity/extensibility: It is rare to be able to use a solution out-of-the-box.
One's conditions and use-case are rarely the same as one's neighbors. The ability to take
pieces of what someone did on a project, and combine it with what someone else did
somewhere else, is also one of the critical factor of success.
Simplicity: simplicity is also an essential feature. The importance of opening the field of mobile
content and services to people without a computer science is critical. As mentioned in section
6.2.3, the availability of different kind of tools and services (free or very cheap hosting,
authoring tools and application level tools) is a critical enabling factor for non-technical
potential authors.
Freeness: The availability of free tools and technologies that allow anybody to make some
content available to other is also an essential factor to empower people.
The concept of organic growth is essential for a real take-off of the number of mobile services and
content. These key dimensions mentioned above can be seen as a summary of the different
sections in this chapter that identify the different actions that are needed in different domains
(awareness, expertise, tools, business model and deployment) to reach a point where all the
conditions are created for numerous people to become contributors of services.

6.3 Policy & Regulation Challenges
Telecommunications policy and regulations are major horizontal issues that cut across all the
players involved in implementing MW4D projects. Content providers are not an exception.
Telecommunications policy and regulations may influence MW4D projects in favourable or
adversarial manners. All the various stake-holders in MW4D projects need to work in line with the
requirements of the national telecommunications authorities within the country where the project is
implemented.
The scope of regulation impact in project delivery is wide-ranging. For mobile phones, the following
items are often under the control of the national telecommunications authorities or the incumbent
telecommunications operators:
Availability and quality of mobile network infrastructure
Availability and quality of mobile broadband infrastructure
Availability and quality of satellite links
Availability and quality of the Internet connection
Network interconnection of mobile telecommunications operators and service providers'
networks
Network, service usage and interconnection charges of both voice and data, monthly fixed and
usage sensitive charges

Internet access charges (Internet Service Provider [ISP] charges)
Market competition among ISPs
Regulations on sharing of any customer or transaction information between a
telecommunications operator and the external organizations, for example, credit providers in
case of mobile banking and mobile payment systems.
Approval procedures for handsets, orany other equipment needed for the deployment of
mobile telecommunication services
Licensing requirements of the telecommunications regulators
The telecommunications services and infrastructure are improving in developing countries, where
the government takes the ICT sector as a growth focus, and where policy-makers favour market
liberalization. It has been reported that the penetration rates of mobile phones has risen significantly
in countries that introduced competition in the mobile telecommunications sector (Source: [92]The
ICT Development Index, ITU, 2009).
The expensive cost of mobile phone service and the penetration gap between urban and rural areas
are remaining challenges in a number of developing countries. For example, in a number of
countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, the cost of mobile phone services are 20 to 60 per cent of Gross
National Income (GNI) per capita. These are unaffordable levels. Policy-makers and project
planners should work to keep end-user charges at affordable levels. When such services serve as
public good and contribute towards human or econolic development, public contribution towards
their running costs should be sought.
Project planners are advised to study as early as possible local practice of telecommunications
regulators and operators in the areas where they plan to roll out socially-oriented mobile projects. In
some cases, law enforcement may be left to the discretion of one person. Should they have the
opportunity, project planners and implementors are advised to maintain good working relationships
with local telecommunications regulators and operators.

7. Technologies
This section of the roadmap focuses on the technologies used to build and deliver applications. As
mentioned in the 'Scope of the document' section, this roadmap explores the three families of
technologies depending of the type of network infrastructure they are relying on: voice applications,
applications using the signalling channel of mobile networks and applications using data services.

7.1 Voice Applications
This section is about voice applications. In the first part, we introduce the basics of this technology,
and discuss the general strengths and issues associated with this type of applications. In the
second part, we present the different options and technological solutions to develop such
applications.
Overview
Voice applications are based on the use of the traditional voice channel. End-users place a
traditional phone call to a specific phone number and reach a voice platform through which the
service is accessed. From there, navigation through the application is done either by voice input (the
user speaks to the application) or by pressing the phone keypads.
Voice Applications have different components:
The core engine running the application written by the content author/service designer
There are extension modules which can ease the task of the application developers:
[93]Text-to-speech engine (TTS): a TTS is a module that can generate an audio file from
a text string. Without a TTS, the application developer has to generate or record all the
audio files needed during the application runtime. With the use of TTS, the generation of
audio is done at the runtime, on the fly. Not only does the use of TTS ease largely the
task of the application developer, but it also allows the application to provide live data

without changing the application itself. TTS are external modules provided by third
parties and plugged in the PABX (See the definition of Private Automatic Branch
Exchange) environment. A specific TTS comes with a set of supported languages and
voices (male, female, child, adult, elderly, etc).
[94]Speech Recognition Engine (SR): SR is the counterpart of TTS: it translates audio
files into text. It is always possible to design a voice application without SR. In that case
the only possible interaction with the user is done through the phone keypad. The
presence of an SR allows a user to 'speak' to the application. Like TTS, a specific SR
understands only a set of languages, and usually requires a [95]grammar to be provided
by the application developer to increase the quality of the voice recognition process.
Without these extension modules, a voice application is just a management of multiple audio files
that are served to the end-user according to a specific algorithm or flow chart.
Costs for service providers and end-users
As presented in Sections 6.1.5 and 6.2.4, there are different costs associated with development,
deployment and access to voice applications: access price for the user, running costs for the
delivery of the service, and infrastructure and hosting costs for setting up the service. We don't
include here the costs of development of the service itself, but later in this section, we consider the
level of expertise required, and the general availability of this expertise.
In term of the price of access to the user, it is the same as the price of a phone call. The basic
pricing models are:
Same price as traditional phone calls based on the location of the user and the location of the
service, and the length of the call.
No cost to the user with the use of a toll-free phone number or call-back mechanism
Over-priced services, through the use of surtaxed phone numbers.
In terms of delivery cost for the service provider, there is not much costs associated with the delivery
of the service itself, except in the case of free phone numbers and call-back services.
In terms of infrastructure and hosting costs, in order to deliver a voice service, the content provider
has to rely on an infrastructure which is connected to the telephony system. If willing, service
providers can deliver the service through VoIP or through the use of external VoiceXML content on
the Internet (see below).
The cost of required infrastructure on the telephony side is a key aspect. While the price of software
is not an issue with the availaibility of numerous free and open source solutions (see the tools
section later in this section), the physical part that is handling the phone calls from users is
relatively expensive. One major issue that increase the cost is the ability for the hardware to handle
multiple concurrent calls. Indeed, the hardware managing few phone lines (1 to 8) is relatively
inexpensive, but hardware managing higher numbers is far more expensive. Moreover the cost of
the phone lines themselves is significant, and each line will be busy during the whole duration of
the interaction with the user. That means that users will get a busy signal when the capacity of lines
is reached. Offering appropriate capacities for voice services is a major issue in terms of costs,
particularly when the service is provided by individuals or small organizations.
Strengths of Voice applications
Voice applications present a set of advantages that have attracted attention in the Development
community. Among the major features, the following aspects are critical:
Availability on all phones, mobile or not, and through a VoIP system
Availability on all networks
Operator independence: a content author does not have to deal with the operators, or to get
their agreement. Renting some phone lines (mobile or not) is sufficient to build the required
infrastructure, without the need for further interaction with the operator.
Predictable costs (most of the time, except when using overcharged numbers) for the user

Easy access for people with low-reading skills: as mentioned in section 6.1.2, by providing
information through an audio stream, Voice applications are particularly adapted to people
with low-reading skills
Delivery of content in all languages of the world: As mentioned in section 6.1.3, the availability
of services in local languages is critical to leverage adoption and use of content and services.
As of today, there is only a very small set of languages supported in the ICT world. This is also
the case for TTS and SR engines. However it is always possible to design a voice application
with recorded audio files. In that case, it is possible to use any language. In some cases,
recording and using the voice of someone who is trusted by the end-user might be a way for
lowering the trust barrier and increasing the confidence of the local populations in the content
delivered.
Natural way of communication: Communicating by voice is a very natural way to communicate
in all cultures. Phone communication is common in all regions. Using voice applications
accessible through the same procedure as a regular phone call makes them easy to use,
requiring little or no training for first time users. However, the applicability of IVR to customs for
initiation of a discussion, established in various spoken cultures, needs to be studied.
Weaknesses of Voice Applications
Voice applications have weaknesses and specific challenges for both the users and the content
developers.
For content developers, one of the major challenges is centered around cost:
Cost of the infrastructure as mentioned previously. There are no real hosting services widely
available for voice applications, and therefore service providers have to have their own
infrastructure running 24 hours a day.
Cost of the additional modules such as TTS and SR. There are very few free and open source
initiatives in that area. The best examples are [96]Festival for TTS, and [97]sphinx for SR
which support only few functionalities.
Cost of advertisement. There are no built-in discovery mechanisms for voice applications.
Therefore, content developers have to manage the advertisement of their services through
traditional channels.
The second set of challenges is related to the required expertise. Authoring voice application is not
an easy task. In most case (see the proprietary PBX-based paragraph later in this section), the
development requires advanced programming skills which limits the access to computer scientist
and programmers. Moreover, the usability of Voice applications is another big challenge. Although it
can be difficult for those without experience with voice application development to grasp, the lack of
output in the form of written content is a significant issue. There are no widely available usability
guidelines for voice applications. While [98]the needs for such guidelines have been recognized for
a long time, there are still only very brief help guides (see [99]an example of such guidelines).
However, it is important to note that new voice development frameworks are now available to ease
the tasks of developers, and even enable people to provide content, and develop their own
application by voice, through a phone call. Examples of such framework:
[100]VOISERV: Creation and Delivery of Converged Services through Voice for Emerging
Economies
[101]VoiKiosk : Content Creation and Dissemination by-and-for Users in Rural Areas
[102]FOLKSOMAPS - Towards Community Driven Intelligent Maps for Developing Regions
Such initiatives are paving the road to lower the barriers of developing and providing VoiceXML
services and content.
Concerning the user issues, the first challenge is discoverability. It is impossible for someone to
know what the available services that might be useful are. One of the major strengths of VoiceXML
compared to other voice technologies is its integration with the Web and its independence vis-a-vis
the infrastructure. It is therefore possible to search the Web and find existing VoiceXML services and

applications, and build portals to offer access to these services. It is even possible to link different
portals together. There are examples of voice applications directories such as [103]GOOG-4-1-1,
which are referencing applications and their association with phone numbers, but this requires the
author of the application to advertise to all directories.
The second important issue is around the nature of the information provided through voice
applications. Its lifetime tends to be short and there is no built-in way for the user to save or keep
the information or the audio stream for sharing with others, or for re-listening or re-using the
information. Each time the information is needed, the cost of accessing the service has to be paid
again, and the handset has to be within the range of a network (no off-line/disconnected mode
capabilities).
There are initiatives to solve this issue. For example, some services are now investigating the use of
voice mailbox service available with all subscriptions to provide information for multiple usages.
There are also some devices enabling the recording of the audio stream. An example is the
[104]Literacy Bridge.
NB: This paragraph concerns the reuse by the end-user of information provided by a voice service.
It does not cover the case of applications that are enriched through interaction with end-users. For
instance, some services have a body of information (like e.g. a Question and Answer service)
available, and if the end-user needs an answer not available, the answer is delayed, provided later,
and the service is completed for future usage, reducing the time needed to access the information.
This is a feature at the application level, independent of the technology used to deliver the
information to people.
Examples
Below are three examples using this technology:
[61]Freedom Fone by Kubatana.net (Zimbabwe)
[105]IBM Spoken Web Initiative (India)
[106]National Federation of Colombian Coffee Growers (Colombia)
Type of technologies and development environments
There are different options available to build Voice applications. As mentioned in the previous
paragraph, the voice services rely on an underlying infrastructure handling the calls and the phone
lines. This infrastructure as a whole is called [107]PBX or PABX (Private Automatic Branch
Exchange). These PABX could be an individual piece of hardware or just software on a desktop
machine with appropriate extension card receiving the phone lines (mobile or fixed).
Almost all PABX offer some capabilities (APIs, tools, etc.) for developing voice applications.
However, those capabilities are in various stages of development, they have different levels of
accessibility by non-technical specialists and exhibit various levels of standardization. Below, we
present briefly the most well-known non-standardized option, and then focus on VoiceXML, the
standardized approach.
Proprietary PBX-based solutions
As mentioned above, almost every PABX provider has its own feature list, and set of APIs for
development of voice applications. The major issue with such solution is the proprietary aspect of
the solution. In general, the application has to be specifically designed and developed for the
specific PABX, and is generally not easily portable on to other models. It is particularly difficult to
scale up from a few-lines hardware to a larger infrastructure. Due to this proprietary aspect, it is
difficult for generic tools to offer a voice channel and maintains support on all PABX.
Having said that, it is important to note that one platform is attracting particular attention from NGOs
and organization working in the development sector. This is the free and open-source platform
[108]Asterisk. It is the most widely available and popular software PABX solution and has a strong

and very active community behind it. It accepts all the majors commercial, or free TTS and SR
engines, and various complementary modules are freely available.
However, it is important to note that voice applications developed on Asterisk work only on this
platform, and it requires extensive programming skills.
Standardized infrastructure-independent solution: VoiceXML
Since 1990, W3C is leading a global industry initiative, called [109]Voice Browser Activity, in charge
of developing a standardized Speech Interface Framework around [110]VoiceXML. This initiative,
gathering all the major PABX manufacturers and voice application specialists, has as its major
objective to provide a way for application developers to use a standardized layer for voice
applications, independently of the underlying PABX, and to integrate voice applications on the Web.
The aim of VoiceXML is to use a standard way for voice to access Web content, in the same way
HTML is a standard for visual content.
The diagram below summarizes the functionalities and commonalities between VoiceXML and
HTML.

Like any Voice application engine, VoiceXML supports the use of TTS, SR, and plain audio files.
The application is completely independent of the underlying PABX infrastructure. All major PABX

providers, including Asterisk, support VoiceXML directly or through third party extension modules.
The use of VoiceXML for voice applications presents a number of advantages:
As a standardized way of developing voice applications, VoiceXML is now largely adopted by
all players in the domain (PABX manufacturers, TTS and SR developers, etc.), making it the
most portable and reusable option. One of the advantages of standardization is the availability
of numerous tools (TTS, SR, Authoring tools, etc.) which is a key factor of adoption.
Being an XML-based family of languages, VoiceXML can be manipulated (generated,
checked, parsed, etc.) with all the XML related tools. Moreover, thanks to the availability of
tools and its nature as a markup language, the expertise required expertise for developing
VoiceXML applications is lower than the expertise required by traditional programming
languages.
VoiceXML is a specific language, but the [41]W3C Speech Interface Framework is a complete
family of languages that covers all aspects of voice applications, including [95]Speech
Recognition Grammar Specification, or [111]Speech Synthesis Markup Language. See the
complete list of [112]Voice technology developed by W3C.
VoiceXML has been designed to be the way of accessing Web content through voice. It is
therefore implementing all concepts of the Web:
The content is somewhere on the Internet, accessible and addressable by a URI
The (voice) browser gets the content through HTTP (see the diagram above). The voice
browser is the piece of infrastructure where is the PABX and the module being able to
handle VoiceXML content (plus e.g. SR and TTS engines). The VoiceXML content is
served to the voice browser through a plain traditional HTTP server. This means that all
the classical server-side generation technologies (such as e.g. PHP, ASP, CGI, etc.) can
be used to generate the voiceXML content on the fly. This allows for the delivery of live
information, and eases the development of multi-channel applications (e.g. VoiceXML
and HTML content) that can rely on the same data (e.g. in a database).
VoiceXML content can have hyperlinks linking other VoiceXML applications (or other
content such as audio files) on the Web. This feature allows the implementation of voice
portals indexing voice applications through e.g. a URI and a short description.
Because there is a complete separation between the content (being on a web server)
and the delivery taking place at the voice browser, it is possible to imagine that voice
portals could be built at a local level. For example, governments or network operators
can provide portals for accessing content developed somewhere else. In such a setup,
the cost of delivery for the service developer is null, and this might be a way towards an
increase of the number of voice applications.
Tools
There are many free and open source tools available for voice applications. Below is a list of some
of these tools. The MW4D IG is [113]referencing a preliminary list of these tools on its wiki. This list
does not aim to be exhaustive, and there is a need for a more formal analysis of the tools landscape
in the VoiceXML area, and their compliance with the different standards released by W3C.
Free PBX platform
[108]Asterisk
Free VoiceXML Browser
Module for Asterisk
[114]Voice Glue, VoiceXML module for Asterisk
[115]VXI* VoiceXML Browser, VoiceXML module for Asterisk
[116]public VoiceXML - a free complete voice Browser
Free Text-to-Speech engine

[96]Festival
Free Speech Recognition engine
[97]Sphinx
[117]A review of VoiceXML Development tools
[112]W3C Voice Related Specifications
It is important to note that while it is possible to build a low-cost infrastructure for delivering voice
and VoiceXML applications using a combination of cheap hardware, Asterisk, and free Voice
Browser modules, advanced expertise is required, particularly to install and configure Asterisk and
the underlying operating system.
Future directions
In this paragraph, we detail potential activities that would increase the impact of these types of
applications, and the number of usable and useful services available.
The first important point is to build a community around this theme. As underlined in [87]the last
MW4D Workshop in April 2009 and evidenced by the examples mentioned in [12]MW4D wiki:
Stories, more people and organizations are now field-testing this technology. It is essential to create
a forum to exchange results and to identify key factors of success. It is also essential to disseminate
information about available tools and solutions to ease implementation of low-cost voice
applications.
The second important point is to raise awareness and promote the use of the standardized,
web-integrated option, VoiceXML and its related set of languages. VoiceXML has been originally
developed by the industry, for a business purpose. Meanwhile, the development community has
been focusing almost exclusively on the use of the open source solution Asterisk. While Asterisk is
great software PABX tool, it should not be the platform for application development. There are free
modules on top of Asterisk (see the [113]MW4D Wiki on voice tools) that enable VoiceXML
applications. Unfortunately, the lack of awareness on the potential of VoiceXML and the availability
of tools limits its adoption in the development community. This task should include training courses,
and the future development of degree/modules at Universities.
Thirdly, as noted in the tools section, there are some tools available, but a formal analysis on the
tools landscape could help content authors. A study of the tools' standard compliance, how they
work together (TTS, SR, voice browser, authoring tools, etc.) and what gaps there are in their
availability is needed.
The fourth aspect focuses on language. As mentioned in Section 6.1.3, there are only few
languages supported by TTS and SR engines. Those modules are critical for easing the task of
content authors, and therefore it is necessary to establish easy-to-implement process for supporting
new languages in these modules. [118]Some work has already started, but a more global initiative
on this topic is required.
The fifth aspect mentioned earlier is the lack of usability guidelines. This is not specifically related to
work in Developing Countries, but usability guidelines are critical to enable more potential authors to
develop usable voice applications.
Finally, one of the key barriers today is still the infrastructure. It is almost impossible for individual
organizations to provide an appropriate infrastructure. The availability of such infrastructure, or
global hosting service, is critical for the real take-off of this technology. This is relatively easy to
implement at an operator level, and there are already such hosting services available on the Web,
even for free (see [119]Tellme Studio), but these services are for now almost exclusively providing
phone numbers in the USA. Implementing something similar to application stores at an operator or
country level might be a way to have an affordable scalable hosting solution. Another approach to
addressing the same issue might be toward packaging some tools together in an easy-to-use,
easy-to-setup low-cost solution for setting up a minimal infrastructure for the deployment of voice

applications.

7.2 Applications using the signalling channel of mobile network
This section is about technologies using the signalling channel of the mobile network. Mobile
networks have a dedicated channel, called signalling channel, used to monitor network operations,
and monitor activities on the other channels (voice and data). Since the early days of GSM, the
network standards have included the implementation of two protocols or technologies to exchange
information using this signalling channel, [1]Short Message Service (SMS), and [2]Unstructured
Supplementary Service Data (USSD). In the last part of this section, we also briefly explore a more
recent technology called [120]Cell Broadcast.
Before discussing the specificities of each technology, we introduce the characteristics specific to
the signalling channel. In subsections 7.2.2, 7.2.3 and 7.2.4 respectively, we investigate SMS
technology, USSD and Cell Broadcast.
7.2.1 Using the Signalling Channel of mobile networks
The use of this specific channel as the transport layer for applications has some constraints and
specificities. This type of channels is part of the GSM specifications and a characteristic of mobile
networks only. Therefore, it is impossible to develop applications based on this infrastructure in the
absence of a mobile network (e.g. using other types of connectivity other than mobile networks such
as Bluetooth, Wifi or Wimax).
In terms of internationalization, there are still many network operators which do not support
appropriate [121]characters encoding on the signalling channel which would allow all characters of
the world to be represented. The GSM specification makes mandatory the support of GSM 7-bit
alphabet, but optional the support of [122]UTF-8 and [123]UTF-16 which does allow encoding of all
characters. See e.g. [124]details on message size and structure for SMS.
In terms of availability, because SMS and USSD are part of the GSM specifications, they are
supported on all mobile networks and all handsets.
In terms of capabilities, the signalling channel is supporting text only. There is no way to support
any other type of data than text.
7.2.2 SMS
In this section, we investigate the use of SMS for delivering content and services to people. In the
first part, we introduce the basic idea, and address general strengths and issues associated with
these types of applications. In the second part we present the different options and technological
solutions to develop such applications.
NB: It is important to note that in this section the term SMS application covers the case of
applications using SMS as the transport protocol, and as SMS client and functionalities (reception
and emission) on the handset. There are nowadays applications (see e.g. [39]Nokia life tools or
[125]frontlineSMS form) using SMS as the transport/network protocol only, exclusively or in the
absence/unavailability of other network technologies. It is out of the scope of this document to
discuss and compare the relative strengths and weaknesses of each network technology used at
the network layer. Those types of applications, by requiring download, installation or use of a
specific application on the handset, are studied in the section 7.3.3, while the constraints described
in section 7.2.1 still apply. In any case, it is important to mention that, given the current pricing
scheme adopted by most operators, SMS is the most expensive option, in terms of price per
character, to deliver content to users.
Overview
Originally, SMS was designed to be a person-to-person text messaging system, but then evolved to
be used as a way to deliver information to people. There are two types of applications, based on the

way the information is provided to the user:
Broadcasting of information (push method): the information is provided to users when the
service decides it, or when the information is available. The user can usually just subscribe or
unsubscribe from the service. Typical services are alerts (e.g. [126]Tsunami alerts system in
Thailand), or weather forecast.
User-driven services (pull method): the user sends an SMS to the phone number associated
with a specific SMS service with one or more keywords and associated content in the body of
the message. The SMS system receives the SMS, parses it, and according to the keyword and
information provided, builds an answer and sends it back to the user, in one or more
messages. Even if SMS is a stateless protocol, it is possible to have a service implementing
multiple cycles and interactions with the user, through e.g. identification of the [66]callerID.
All the SMS platforms, also known as [127]SMS Hubs, offer the possibility to manage different
keywords, different actions based on keywords and callerID, and different groups of users.
Costs
As presented in sections 6.1.5 and 6.2.4, there are different costs associated with development,
deployment and access to SMS applications: access price for the user, delivery cost for delivering
the service, and infrastructure and hosting costs for setting up the service.
In term of access price for the user, the reception of SMS is free (except in the US). All the
information received from the system is therefore free. The user pays only the messages s/he is
sending to the service. It is important to note that in some cases the reception of content is not free,
or the sending of a SMS to a number is over-charged. This is known as [60]premium-rated SMS
services.
In terms of delivery cost, in all cases, the service providers have to pay SMS sent to the users. The
cost of each SMS depends on the service and user origin networks (inter-operator SMS are more
expensive than intra-operator SMS). In order to reduce these costs, almost all SMS hubs support
the management of multiple modems, and multiple subscriptions, that allow the service to select the
least expensive options. There are also some services available like [128]clickatell or [129]bulkSMS
which are providing SMS sending in various networks at reduced costs, but require an Internet
connection. Despite these potential ways of reducing this part of the service operation, this cost is
still a major barrier to deploying SMS services.
In terms of infrastructure and hosting costs, in order to deliver an SMS service, the content provider
has to have an SMS hub which is the place where the service is run and delivered to the users.
There are few software SMS hubs, that require only a PC and a GSM modem (that can be just a
mobile phone connected to the PC). See e.g. [130]How to build a SMS Hub. This piece of
infrastructure has to run 24 hours day (or at least during the supposed working hours of the
service).
Strengths of SMS
SMS applications present a set of characteristics which make them the most-used technology in the
development sector. Among the major features, the following aspects are critical:
Availability on all mobile phones
Availability on all networks
Operator independence: a content author does not have to deal with network operators, or get
their agreement. Getting a mobile subscription and a mobile phone or GSM modem is enough
to build the required infrastructure, without interacting further with the operator.
Predictable low costs (most of the time, except when using premium rate services) for the user
Low required expertise for application development: many SMS Hubs are usable by
non-programmers withmany existing applications implemented by NGOs without technical
background
Ease of use for end-user: because SMS applications use the same functionalities and

software on the phone as the traditional person-to-person text messaging, it is very easy to
use, and no configuration or installation is required.
Availability of tools and examples: there are today many examples available all over the world
of SMS services for development, in diverse domains like agriculture, education, health, etc.
Lots of these services have been developed through free and open source tools.
Lasting and reusable information: As SMS messages are stored on the handset, all
interactions and the information received are recorded and re-usable later. People can easily
share information, or access the content of the service multiple times without paying for the
service again. That's said, it is important to note that while for some services, that would be a
good feature (sharing news, weather forecast, price of goods, etc.), in some other cases, e.g.
human rights violation reports, HIV related advice request, this might constitute a security and
privacy issue, particularly where phones are shared.
Built-in off-line mode: One of the key features of SMS is also the built-in off-line mode. Related
to the previous point, it is possible for people to have access to previously received SMS
messages, even if there is no network in the range of the handset. It is also possible to write
SMS messages and send them while there is no network in the range of the handset. As soon
as the network is again accessible, all SMS messages are automatically sent. This is an
important feature for e.g. data collection. NB: because there is no way for a sender to know if
his/her SMS has been correctly delivered, this feature, in some cases, might also be an issue.
Weaknesses of SMS
SMS applications have also some weaknesses and specific challenges for both the user and the
content developer.
Concerning content developer challenges, as mentioned earlier, one of the major issue is around
cost:
Cost of the infrastructure as mentioned in the costs paragraph. There are no real hosting
services widely available for SMS applications, and therefore service providers have to have
their own infrastructure running 24 hours a day. That said, it is important to note that there is
no real issue of scalability like for voice applications. One GSM line is enough to handle the
traffic because the messages are queued by the operator untill treatment or reception. If the
infrastructure is overloaded, there will be delays in receiving and answering SMS messages
but there is usually no loss of messages.
Cost of the delivery of service: The costs of delivering SMS to end-users are significant and
remain a critical barrier for service providers
Cost of advertisement. There is no built-in discovery mechanism for SMS applications, and
therefore, content developers have to manage the advertisement of the service, through
traditional channels. There is no easy way to implement portals in SMS across different SMS
Hub.
The second challenge for developers is the lack of standardized interfaces for SMS Hub. While the
low-level APIs to manage SMS and the GSM modem are standardized, the application level is not,
which make almost impossible the transfer of one application from one SMS hub to another. It is
also important to mention that there is no initiative currently exploring the integration of SMS on the
Web in a similar way as voiceXML is used in the integration of voice applications of the Web. Past
initiatives, such as[131]SMS Forum, used to explore some of these issues, but have stopped their
activities. The launch of a new initiative in that area might be useful, but would also be questionable
in terms of long-term impact, and the foreseen lifetime of SMS technology as an application
platform.
The third challenge for developer is the limitation of the technology. Not only each message is
limited at best to 160 characters, but complex multi-cycle interactions with the user are complex to
implement, and not offered by most popular SMS Hubs (and would also be costly for both the user
and the service provider). For query-based services (weather forecast, price of goods, etc.) these
limitations would not be a huge issue, but for e.g. filling a set of successive forms, this would be an
issue.
Concerning the user issues, the first challenge is discoverability. It is impossible for someone to

know what the available services that might be useful are, and even if the number is known, what
the keywords to put in the message are. This is a problem particularly if the number of SMS
services is growing. There is no way, like e.g. for voice application to record the phone numbers with
the keywords in the handset contact list.
The second challenge is related to the fact that only textual information is available. This is a major
issue when targeting population with low reading skills. That's one of the major problems mentioned
by SMS service providers, who are often moving from SMS to Voice applications (or adding a voice
access to their service).
Finally, as mentioned in section 7.2.1, lots of languages are not supported on SMS, and therefore, it
is impossible to deliver SMS services in local languages in many regions of the world, not because
of the limited capabilities of the handset or unavailability of fonts, but because of the inability of the
network to support the right encoding. It is important to note also that the implementation of the
right encoding has an impact of the size of the SMS message available for user-data. For instance a
8bit-encoding, required to support e.g. accentuated Latin characters, allows 140 characters, and a
16bit-encoding needed for Arabic, Chinese, Korean, Japanese or Cyrillic alphabet allows 70
characters only.
Example
SMS applications have been the most popular technology used so far in the development sector,
and there are many examples of such services. The [132]MW4D Wiki is keeping [75]a list of stories
and related projects on different domains such as agriculture, education, health, government
services and so on. Most of them are SMS services.
Tools
There are many free and open source tools available for SMS applications. Below is a list of some of
these tools. The MW4D IG is [133]referencing a longer list of these tools in its wiki. However, this list
does not aim at being exhaustive. There are a huge number of SMS Hubs, some are more
developer-oriented and some are more user-oriented. The list of tools also includes tools that can
be associated with SMS Hub for integrating an SMS channel for feeding or providing information
from a Web-based application. See an example of such setup with e.g. [134]Ushahidi crow-sourcing
platform.
SMS Hub
[135]frontlineSMS
[136]RapidSMS
[137]MSR SMS Toolkit
Platform integrating a SMS channel
[138]Ushahidi
[139]Mobilisr
Services for sending SMS at low prices in many countries
[128]clickatell
[129]bulksms
Future directions
SMS is clearly today the leading platform for delivering content and services to people. While this
technology presents some critical limitations related to access barriers existing in the context of
developing countries, it is still in many cases the only available option. With the evolution of mobile

networks and handsets, and the needs for higher level of applications, the situation will surely
change in the near future but in the meantime, it is important to lower the barriers for potential
content providers, and ease access to such services.
In order to slightly decrease the access barriers, particularly around the availability of local
languages, it is essential to promote a wide support of appropriate encoding by all network
operators. This is a critical piece in the infrastructure in order to offer services in all languages.
The cost of sending SMS is the major issue for potential service providers. Lots of voices in the
community are advocating for lower costs of SMS for development-oriented applications, particularly
because there is no cost associated with SMS and the use of the signalling channel for the
operator. See e.g. [140]A Modest Proposal - The 1 cent SMS blog post by Steve Song. Such
initiative will surely unleash the number of potential content authors.
The second aspect, which is more in the scope of this document, is to work towards a better
integration of SMS channel in web applications. As mentioned earlier in this section, while there are
some initiatives and platforms considering SMS has a channel for feeding and retrieving Web
applications and content, most of the SMS applications are standalone ones, and SMS Hub are
both a piece of the infrastructure and the application development environment. Some work,
guidelines or APIs around easing the integration of web applications and SMS infrastructure (hubs
and handsets) would surely help having more web applications using this channel, and having
more people being able to access and use some Web content and services through SMS.
7.2.3 USSD
In this section, we investigate the use of Unstructured Supplementary Services Data (USSD) for
delivering content and services to people. In the first part, we introduce the basic idea, and the
general strengths and issues associated with this type of applications. In the second part we
present the different options and technological solutions to develop such applications.
Overview
USSD is a GSM specification service that allows instant interactive communication between the
subscribers and applications platform on a GSM Network. USSD services are a very simple
connection-oriented service. They are similar to IVRS (Interactive Voice Response System) that
access services using the keypad instead of voice. USSD services can be requested by the user
(pull method) or broadcasted by the network operator (push method). From the handset, the access
to a specific service is done through dialling a specific string, starting with the character '*', finishing
with the character '#', and containing a suite of numbers, and * sign. The interaction with the service
is session-oriented, and is achieved through a set of menus sent to the user. Compared to SMS,
there isn't a way to store the information received on the handset, and USSD services are not
usable off-line. An example of USSD transaction would be dialling a shortcode such as *151# or
similar numbers in between * and # to access services such as balance enquiry, receive alerts,
information services, voucher transactions, and to top-up prepay phones.
Strengths of USSD
The biggest advantage of USSD is the fact that there is usually no billing mechanism associated
with USSD, and therefore, the use of USSD services are free for the user in most countries.
However, this might change in the future, as some operators are invoicing the use of USSD
channel. See [62]Vodacom and [63]MTN in South Africa.
From an authoring perspective, because the protocol is session-based, USSD is particularly well
designed for interactive communication between the user and the service, and for multi-cycle
communications.
Weaknesses of USSD
The major weakness of USSD is that a service developer can not implement a service independently
of and without the operator. The access to the USSD platform and the use of one specific code for

the service have to be dealt by the network operator. In the context of this document, this is a critical
limitation, which explains also the relative lack of tools and support for this technology.
Another critical point, due to the strong ties between USSD and network operators, is the limited
scope of one USSD service that can be associated with only one network operator.
Finally, it is also important to mention the fact that USSD services are faced with the same issue as
voice technologies when it comes to the lack of a persistent record of the information which was
communicated during the use of the service.When the USSD session ends, all the information
delivered during the session is lost, and there is no way for the user to save it.
Tools
There are generic toolkits integrating USSD modules. An example is [141]the Mobilsr platform. This
technology is still very rarely available on most platforms, and it remains very hard to develop such
services.
Examples
Due to the limitation of the technology, and the lack of standardized API and easy access, there are
only very few examples of services using this technology. One example has been presented at the
[5]MW4D Workshop in April 2009: [142]Use of USSD for HIV/AIDS behaviour change
communications (South Africa) (see also [143]Cellphones-4-HIV a resource with additional
information about the same example).
Most network operators tend to offer USSD services to their customers. Such services include
topping-up prepaid card balances, m-banking and call-me back services. See the example of
[144]services provided by Zain in Sierra Leone.
In conclusion, as of today, the use of USSD as a technology to deliver content and applications to
end-users is not very straightforward due to the lack of tools, and the lack of easy access to the
USSD platform without discussions with the network operators.
7.2.4 Cell Broadcast
Cell Broadcast (CB) is a mobile technology that allows messages to be broadcast to all mobile
handsets within a designated area. CB messaging can be supported by most mobile network
operators as it is defined by the ETSI's GSM committee and is part of the GSM standard. CB is
designed for simultaneous delivery of messages to multiple users in a specified area. Whereas the
Short Message Service - Point to Point (SMS-PP) is a one-to-one service, or, with the inclusion of an
SMS Hub, a one-to-a-few service, Cell Broadcast is a genuine one-to-many, geographicallyfocused, messaging service.
A Cell Broadcast message page comprises 82 octets, which, using the default character set,
equates to 93 characters. Up to 15 of these pages may be concatenated to form a Cell Broadcast
message. Each page of the message will have the same message identifier and serial number that
identifies the source of the message. Using this information, the mobile telephone is able to identify
and ignore broadcasts of already received messages. CB messages are directed to radio cells,
rather than to a specific terminal. A Cell Broadcast message is an unconfirmed push service,
meaning that the originator of the message does not know who has received the message, allowing
for services based on anonymity. CB is similar to other mass distribution media such as Teletext or
Radio Data System (RDS). To support this feature the network operator requires a Cell Broadcast
Center (CBC) to enable the mass distribution of local information to mobile subscribers via the
various base station controllers BSCs while not taxing network resources.

In the developed world, CB technology is typically used in deploying location-based subscriber
services, such as local weather and traffic conditions. CB can also be used for managing and
communicating with remote teams such as emergency services or volunteers. The emergency
services could send an encrypted message to all officers or other staff in a certain area to respond
to an incident. Cell Broadcast is ideal for delivering local or regional information suited to all the
people in that area, rather than just one or a few people. Examples include hazard warnings,
cinema programs, local weather; health concerns flight or bus delays, tourist information, parking
and traffic information.
The main use of this technology in developing nations is for deploying Early Warning System
(EWS) for citizens. CB can be used warning system by governments to contact citizens on their
mobile phones to warn them of incidents in a particular area. Some countries have already adopted
this technique for early warning, supplementing existing forms of communication like sirens, or radio
and TV.
Strengths of Cell Broadcast
The advantage of this system is that it allows sending messages without having to know the
phone numbers of the users in the region. Instead of sending a message to a specific known
mobile phone, you can send a text to all mobile phones in a specific zone enabling fast mass
communication.
Regardless of network state (congested or not) CB is always available. As opposed to SMS,
CB is part of the so-called 'low-level' signalling between handset and network. In case of
network congestion it will be impossible to use regular voice and SMS services while CB will
remain fully functioning. It is not as affected by traffic load; therefore, it may be usable during
a disaster when load spikes tend to crash networks.
The CB is a mature system that has been around for over a decade and robust to support
national public warning systems. Examples of national implementations exist in Japan,
Netherlands and USA. CB is specified in GSM and in UMTS and will be specified in LTE, the
successor of UMTS, making it future proof.
Every handset including roaming (example: foreign and national roaming MVNOs) connected
to the network receives the message. When someone has the warning service enabled and
this person visits another country, this person will also receive warning messages, provided
that the local network also offers the warning service.
There is no cost to the subscriber to receive the message.
Weaknesses of Cell Broadcast
Cell Broadcast is a feature of the network, and some operators do not have the Cell Broadcast
messaging function activated in their network yet. Every operator needs to have a CB Center
and CB functionality enabled in its network to deliver the service.

There are numerous handsets that do not have the capability to support the display of the cell
broadcast message properly. See notes on handset support for CB.
Another problem is that the user can switch the receiving of Cell Broadcast messages option
on or off. This means that the operator has no means of knowing who is receiving the
message.
Although sending of messages are free, there is an initial cost for the network operator to set
up a CB center used to compose and deliver the messages onto the mobile network for
delivery to the handsets.
Enabling the CB functionality in a handset will lead to increased battery consumption. The
additional battery consumption is calculated to be very small, especially compared to today's
features such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, UMTS, full color displays, and built-in MP3 players, which
consume far more battery power (See [197]Support for Cell Broadcast as Global Emergency
Alert System thesis).
Tools
The major issue with CB for a service developer is that it is impossible to use this service
independently of the network operator. Although access to the CBC center can be provided to a
third party, the platform must be installed and maintained by the network operator. In the context of
this document, this is a critical limitation, which explains also the complete lack of tools and support
for this technology. There are no free tools and utilities, and all components are provided by
commercial equipment manufacturers.
Handset Support for CB
Intensive validation tests of GSM mobile terminals by the Cell Broadcast Forum revealed that there
is a wide variety of different Cell Broadcast implementations currently in the market. This variety is
the result of a missing GSM/UMTS (3GPP) Technical Specification of the series 02.xx. There is no
specification that discusses how a mobile phone is to receive, display and store CB messages. This
is why the different handsets handle and support the message in different ways. The Cell Broadcast
Forum intends to reduce the variety of implementations by defining some basic requirements
pointing to a future homogeneous mobile terminal behavior.
Examples
NTT Docomo in Japan offers Alert Mail since November 2007. It is a CB service that provides
warnings for earthquake and tsunamis. NTT Docomo supplies mobile handsets to their customers
that have a specific configuration menu where the user can chose to receive earthquake warnings
and/or tsunami warnings. Furthermore, the volume and duration of the dedicated alert tone can be
set in this menu. The Earthquake and Tsunami Warning System (ETWS) is currently being
standardized in 3GPP. Once that has been concluded other tsunami and earthquake prone
countries, mostly in Asia, may deploy the same service.
The Disaster Management Center (DMC) of Sri Lanka in collaboration with Dialog Telekom launched
Sri Lanka's first mass alert warning system in 2009 called Disaster & Emergency Warning Network
(DEWN). The Emergency Operations Center of the DMC has been given access to the secure
DEWN alerting interface. When information is received by the DMC, the information is verified and
alerts can be issued. In a potential disaster scenario, the DMC will first use DEWN to alert the
emergency personnel on their individual phones, and public alerts will be issued only when a threat
is adequately verified. In addition to messages received on mobile phones, specially designed
DEWN remote alarms will also be used to alert nominated emergency personnel.

7.3 Data-Service-based Applications
In this section, we investigate applications relying on data connection. This is, by far the area where
the choice of technologies and authoring/development environments are the most important. In the
first part, we introduce the basic idea of data connections, and the general strengths and
weaknesses of applications relying on this type of service. In the second part, we focus on the
mobile web platform (web browsing), and in the last part we briefly note other types of applications
relying on data service.

7.3.1 Using Data Services
The basic idea of data services is the establishment of a network connection between the handset
and the targeted computer hosting the service, or more generally the Internet, using the traditional
[145]Internet Protocol (IP). See [146]more details on data service.
The characteristics shared by all content, services and application relying on the use of such
network layer are as follows:
Availability of service: As mentioned before, data services are not available on all networks.
While the coverage of technologies such as GPRS, 3G, or even Wifi or Wimax are expanding
quickly in developing regions, the availability of such service, its stability and reliability is still
weak in most rural parts of Africa, Latin America or south-east Asia.
Availability on handset: while the service could be available at the network level, not all
handsets have the capability to use data services. However, this is changing quickly as
[68]92% of the phones sold last year had some browsing capabilities, i.e. support of data
services. Therefore, this aspect would not a limiting factor in the near future.
Costs of usage: as mentioned in section 6.1.5, the cost of data services is far lower than SMS
(on average 500 to 1000 times cheaper per character sent), and can even be almost free when
using specific infrastructure (Wifi networks) or very low-cost flat-rate plan. However, when
there is no such flat-rate plan, the cost of usage is not predictable, as it depends on the size
of the data sent by the service provider. It is also important to note that there is no way for the
service provider to be charged for the cost of data usage. While voice applications or SMS can
use toll-free numbers that are paid for by the service provider, this is not possible with on data
services. The user will have to pay for the data usage in all cases.
Configuration: the use and access to a data service usually requires a specific configuration.
In most cases, when offered by the network operator, this can be done very easily through an
SMS sent to the operator, for example. When more specific infrastructures are available such
as Wifi or Wimax, the configuration might be a more important issue.
Monetization of services: The data service layer does not offer any way to transparently
manage the payment for a service. While voice applications or SMS can use surtaxed
numbers, or premium rate services that allow a service provider to get revenue for the service
in a transparent way, this is not possible for data services. Therefore, in most cases, payment
or subscription aspects have to be managed at the application level.
Training: because voice applications and SMS are basic functionalities of handsets, people are
accustomed to using them in a normal context (person-to-person messaging or phone calls).
So the adoption of services using voice or SMS interaction method is very easy and natural,
and people find it straightforward to learn how to use them. In the case of other applications,
such as those covered in this section, people have to learn and be trained on how to use
these new applications. This usually is a complete new experience for them. The time, effort,
and costs involved in these training tasks should not be underestimated.
Operator independence: the role of the operator in the ecosystem of data-service-based
applications is just to provide the connectivity. It has no role, and there is no required contact
or discussion with the content authors, and those working at the application layer.
7.3.2 Mobile Web browser
In this category of data-services applications, Web browsers have a particular place. Through a
small piece of software on the handset, it is possible today to access all content existing on the
World Wide Web. Since 2004, W3C has been leading an initiative, the [147]Mobile Web Initiative,
around leveraging Web access from mobile phones. Thanks to the work done in this initiative, and
better availability of standard-compliant Web browsers on mobile, it is now possible to author,
deploy and very easily access mobile Web sites. In this section, we investigate the strengths and
weaknesses of this platform for delivering social-oriented services in Developing Countries.
NB: Mobile Web access is also known as [148]WAP (Wireless Application Protocol) 2.0. The original
WAP 1.0 was using a specific markup language called [149]WML, and some of the oldest phones,

while having some browsing capabilities, support only this languages and not HTML. There is
almost no content available using WML, and since 2002, all phones released supports WAP 2.0 i.e.
mobile Web access and HTML support. However, it is important to note that the generic term 'WAP'
is still widely use to mention mobile Web access.
Costs
Costs for authoring, delivering, and accessing Mobile Web content is similar to desktop Web. For
users, the cost is related to data services as explained in Section 7.3.1. For content authors, they
just need to author their content or applications and use one of the thousands of free or low-cost
web hosting services existing on the Internet. There no other running or delivery cost for the content
author.
Strengths of Mobile Web Content and Applications
Using the Web and Web technologies as the platform for authoring and delivering content,
application and services presents numerous interesting characteristics:
As mentioned before, there are lots of free hosting services on the Web. Content and service
providers can use them to host and deliver their applications at no cost, and without having to
setup and maintain an infrastructure.
Thanks to search engines, as soon as a new service is up and running, it will be indexed by
search engines and is discoverable by potential users without any action from the content
author.
Content authoring is accessible to non-programmers through easy to use WYSIWYG
authoring tools.
Developers can use all the traditional server-side technologies (PHP, Database, CGI, etc.) and
client-side ones (e.g. JavaScript)
The Web environment offers a standardized abstraction layer for developers and content
authors who don't have to care about the specific characteristics of the client handset.
Web technologies supports multimedia content (graphic, sound, video, etc.). That's said,
related to costs for the user, the size of data sent to the user is critical.
It is very easy to have one application with a dedicated output for desktop clients and one for
mobile clients.
As mentioned in Sections 6.1.3, and 6.1.1, Web technologies offer guidelines and
infrastructure to support accessible content for people with disabilities and in all languages.
Developing access and use of Mobile Web browsers is a scalable ways to offer lots of services
to people without further training and installation. It is also a way for people to have access to
the billions of resources already existing on the Web.
Weaknesses of Mobile Web Content and Applications
The use of Web technologies also has limitations in regard to the type of services and functionalities
content authors can provide. The major challenges are summarized below:
Availability on handsets: not all handsets have browsing capabilities. Even if today most of
devices sold integrate a browser, this is not the case for handsets from previous generations,
which largely have no browser, or a browser not compatible with current standards. However,
it is important to note that there are now third-party browsers which are compliant with
standards, and freely downloadable. Some of these browsers are able to work on low-end
devices, just requiring the support of Java, and are able to cope with low-bandwidth network
such GPRS due to compression of content.
Access to all handset features: As mentioned, Web browsers offer for the content author a
kind of abstraction layer that ensure that the content or applications will work on all standardcompliant browsers. However, Web technologies, and particularly mobile Web technologies
are still evolving technologies. As of today, these technologies do not yet allow a service
designer to access and use all the components of the handsets in his application. For
instance, there is no standardized APIs to access and use e.g. the GPS, or the camera of the

phone from the browser.
Usability of Web browser: mobile browsers available on phones today reproduce exactly the
interface of desktop browsers in order to help users coming from the desktop world. For first
time users, such interfaces on phones, plus the issue of computer literacy (see section 6.1.4)
are barriers for accessing services, and require heavy training. Related to this issue, access to
specific services or portals has to be manually configured on the handset.
Web and low-reading skills: As mentioned in Section 6.1.2, while the Web technology itself is
not a barrier, there are no guidelines or methodologies to develop Web content and
applications accessible to people with low-reading skills.
Web support of lesser-known languages: As mentioned in Section 6.1.3, while the Web
architecture has been developed to support all languages, many of these languages are not
available yet on the Web.
Awareness on Mobile Web Technologies: While there are now tools, standards and guidelines
on how to write Web content and applications for mobile, very few people are aware of this
work, and don't know how to deliver services that are usable on mobiles.
Support of disconnected mode: Web technologies still support poorly the disconnected and
the off-line modes. While browsers have some very limited caching capabilities which allow a
user to access some previously-read web pages when not in range of a network, there is no
real support of these modes that would allow the completion of tasks such as form filling, and
access a long list of web pages previously load.
Support and implementation of standards and specifications. Not all mobile browsers
implement all of the W3C and other related standard bodies specifications in the same way, or
don't implement all features. However, it is important to note that the [151]W3C Mobile Web
Best Practices define best practices and guidelines that take into account this lack of
homogeneity between implementations, and an author following the recommended techniques
can expect his/her content to be rendered homogeneously on all handsets.
Examples
There is not yet a wide availability of examples of services using Mobile Web access. Some
examples below:
[152]Cellbazaar, a service for buying and selling goods in Bangladesh
[153]Nedbank, a m-banking service using Mobile Web Access in South Africa
Some platforms are supporting a Mobile Web channel:
[154]Voxiva, a platform for mhealth services have a mobile Web access channel.
[139]Mobilesr, a generic platform for mobile services development by civil society organizations
Finally, Grameen Foundation is conducting [155]a field test with high-end phones and mobile Web
access in Uganda. This experience 'Bringing the World Wide Web to the Village' enables village
phone operators with high-end phones and GPRS access to allow them to use the Web and offer
services to the village.
Tools
There are many different kind of tools that can be useful for a software developer. Below is a list of
some of these tools. The MW4D IG is [156]referencing a longer list of these tools on its wiki.
NB: in this section we are referencing tools for basic mobile Web content development. There are
higher-level platforms to support specific service development that integrate a mobile Web channel.
These platforms are mentioned in the wiki.
Some free mobile browsers:
[157]Opera Mini

[158]Skyfire
[159]Bolt
[160]Blazer (PalmOS)
[161]Firefox Mobile
[162]Minimo, the project before Firefox Mobile
Standards and best practices
[151]W3C Mobile Web Best Practices 1.0
[163]W3C MobileOK Scheme 1.0
[164]W3C MobileOK Basic Tests 1.0
[165]W3C Device Description Repository Simple API 1.0
Support tools
Phone Emulators
[166].mobi phone emulator
Checker
[167]W3C MobileOK checker
[168].mobi MobiReady checker
Tutorials/Training
[169]W3C Mobile Web Training
[170]W3C Tutorials/Webinars and presentations
[171].mobi mobile Web Developer Guides
[172].mobi beginning Mobile Development
Authoring Tools
[173]MobiSitegalore
It is important to note, that while many different tools exist for completing the different tasks required
to author and deploy a mobile Web site, there is no packaged platform that integrates all the steps
through a single interface, and drives content developers through the different steps. The
development and availability of such an integrated toolkit would lower the barriers for authoring and
deploying mobile Web sites.
7.3.3 Other Data-service based Applications
Due to the current limitations of the Web browser approach mentioned in the previous section, and,
until recently, the unavailability of standard-compliant Mobile Web browsers on low-end phones and
low-bandwidth networks, there have been numerous applications that are using data-services
through other environments than a Web browser.
Some of these applications, while existing as standalone applications, or through APIs using Java or
OS specific environments, also exist as Web applications. This is the case for e.g. major [174]Social
Networks, [175]Instant Messengers, or [176]RSS readers or writers. Developing services on higher
application levels like on top of Social Networks or Instant messengers is an interesting topic, and

some experiences have demonstrated the potential of these technologies, See [177]example in
South-Africa. While this is out of the topic of this version of the document, it is surely a subject for
further investigations in the future.
Potential Reasons for developing applications outside a Web environment
As mentioned in the Weaknesses of Mobile Web technologies, there are some constraints or
reasons that can drive the selection of alternate technologies:
Development of applications that requires the use of specific features of the handset, such as
GPS, camera, sensors, contact lists, etc. While there are ongoing efforts to define APIs in the
browser environment to manage those devices from a Web application (see e.g. [178]W3C
Geolocation Working Group or [179]W3C work on Delivery Context: Client Interface, those
standardization initiatives are not complete yet, and only specific development environments
(iPhone, Android, Java) allow today the management of the complete functionalities of the
device.
Development of applications that integrate off-line mode, for accessing and sending
information. While Mobile Web browsers support some caching features, further work on
off-line browsing is needed (e.g. off-line form filling). For developers who want or need such
features, they have no other choices than implementing them in their own applications.
However, it is important to note that it is easy to do so, through APIs offered on the handset,
and most of existing applications implement the support of disconnected mode.
Weaknesses of the approach
While there might be good reasons for a developer to author an application directly on the handset,
such approaches have also many drawbacks, which are summarized below:
No discoverability mechanism, outside the potential application store offered by some
platforms
Required programming skills to develop and implement such applications
Lack of global standardization of APIs to access device modules which usually requires the
support of multiple platforms, or strong requirements on the supported handsets
Needs for download, installation and training of end-users
More maintenance and support required
Examples
There are many examples of applications relying on data services and not in the Web environment
for the handset side. Some examples in different domains:
[180]MXit: a very popular social network and instant messenger in South Africa
[181]JavaRosa: an open-source platform for data collection on mobile devices
[182]Ushahidi Mobile platform: a platform for crowdsourced crisis information
Tools
There are no specific tools for this very broad category of applications. The Java language on
mobile is called Java Micro-Edition or JavaME, formerly known as J2ME. Devices are usually
implementing a specific profile (a set of features and libraries for JavaME), the most popular on
mobile phones being the [183]Mobile Information Device Profile. A specific Software Development
Kit (SDK) for JavaME is available for developers: see the [184]Java Platform Micro Edition Software
Development Kit 3.0.
Each operating system has also its own SDK ([185]IPhone, [186]Android, [187]Symbian, etc.).
Some Social Networks also offer APIs such as [188]Twitter to be used in a wide environment and
platform.

7.3.4 Future Directions
This category of applications enable more advanced services compared to SMS and Voice. It is also
the category that provides the easiest access for developers as they don't have to setup an
infrastructure. In that area, using the Web browser as the default environment on mobile is surely
the most promising option to offer easily lots of services to people, and to empower a big number of
non-computer-scientist authors to build and deliver new content. However, the mobile web
technology has to evolve to become more powerful.
Some efforts are currently under development such as better management of resources available
on phones, or for location-based services, and we can therefore expect quick evolution in a near
future.
Several efforts, not specific to a developing countries context, would benefit the Mobile Web at
large. Investigating monetization of Web content, through e.g. micropayments would be one of
these that would enable small entrepreneurs to start and sell services easily.
Some actions, more specific to the developing countries context, would also be important. The
development of a real off-line/disconnected functionality, understanding the specific usage and
requirements of mobile-only Web users without prior desktop experience, or investigating the
potential of Mobile Widgets and stores to decrease the barriers of computer literacy are topics of
significance which mandate further investigation.
As mentioned in Section 7.3.2, there is also a great need of awareness raising and capacity building
to demonstrate to content and application authors the potential of the Mobile Web technologies. In
terms of tools, better packaging and integration for non-experts are required.
These efforts would improve the current technology, and disseminate information about it to enable
people to author, deploy and access more easily all kinds of services.

8. Conclusion
This roadmap is a first attempt to build a state-of-the-art on mobile applications for social and
economic development. The document covers the major families of technology available today, and
their strengths and weaknesses. It also identifies the different challenges that have been appearing
in the different stories and projects started in the past few years.
The roadmap identifies a series of actions to launch in a near future to increase the availability of
services, to empower more people to become authors and contributors, and to enable more people
to access those services. Those actions are of two types: R&D and Support.
R&D Actions
R&D actions are proposed in order to address challenges requiring further research, investigations
or standardizations. The R&D actions suggested in roadmap are:
Building a community on the theme of interfaces for people with low-reading skill, and develop
and standardize guidelines and best practices for such interfaces, in particular how to design
meaningful icons
Adding support to more languages: identify best language targets, develop guidelines for
extending the number of languages supported in both Mobile Browsing, and Voice
Technologies (Text-to-Speech and Speech Recognition engines)
Exploring new paradigm in user interface that could lower the impact of computer illiteracy
such as widget stores
Establishing micro-payment on the Web
Developing off-line capabilities of Mobile Web Browsers
Developing usability guidelines for Voice applications
Developing usability guidelines and design principles for integrating ICT services in rural and
underprivileged population without prior ICT experience
Developing guidelines and best practices on how to build trust in service usage among

targeted populations
Support Actions
Support actions are proposed for addressing challenges that require efforts in the areas of
dissemination, capacity building or tools development. The support actions suggested in the
roadmap are:
Raising awareness on the potential of mobile technologies in the entrepreneurs and NGOs
communities
Raising awareness on the potential of VoiceXML applications and building community around
the theme of voice for Development
Building capacities on:
Mobile technologies, particularly VoiceXML, Mobile Web
Accessibility guidelines and how to design accessible content
Identifying gaps in tools for the different technologies, and launch community open
source development
Developing further a comprehensive repository of resources with stories and use-cases with
in-depth analysis and lessons learn, and links to relevant tools for different tasks
Packaging existing tools to build a low-cost easy-to-use minimal voice infrastructure toolkit
Packaging existing tools and services to build an integrated toolkit to author and deploy Mobile
Web sites.
Recommendations
The roadmap also defines a series of recommendations for specific actors of the domain to create
an enabling environment:
Targeted at network operators
Developing and extending Data Service, even low-bandwidth data service such as GPRS
with a stable and reliable service at low-cost
Implementing Unicode support on signalling channel on all network
Targeted at handset manufacturers
All handsets should have at least GPRS access and a J2ME/MIDP stack or a standardscompliant browser
Handsets should be extensible to support external/new character sets and to be usable
in all languages of the world
Handsets should provide software modules such as Text-to-Speech engines to improve
accessibility and offer opportunity for a greater support of Voice
Targeted at public authorities
Considering the mobile platform as the most widely available option to deliver ICT
services to people
Developing policy framework that ease the work of potential service authors, particularly
entrepreneurs
Developing policy framework that enforces availability of minimal data service at
low-costs everywhere
Enforcing requirements on accessible and usable content for people with disabilities,
with low-reading skills, or who speak a non-supported language
Building national or regional platforms to enable Voice services
Targeted at service developers
Share, cooperate, collaborate and document work and projects so that the whole
community could benefit from the experience of others. In that regard, before engaging
in new projects, one should investigate what is existing and what extensions are needed,
without redeveloping pieces that are already available
Implement and Rely on documented open data formats that would allow aggregation of
information from different small systems as well as provide a global overview on what is
happening locally
While this document is an attempt to cover all the dimensions of mobile applications for social
development, it is only a first step towards building a large community on this theme. It is critical

now to promote the adoption of this roadmap, the launch of the identified actions, and the
enforcement of the recommendations.
It is also essential to continue this work further in different directions:
Understanding the commonalities and differences in context between the different developing
regions of the world
Investigating the specific challenges in the different application fields (agriculture, education,
health, etc.)
Investigating the role of mobiles as an authoring platform, and as a delivery platform (peerto-peer)
Investigating the role of emerging social networks in Development, and how applications could
take advantage of these existing virtual communities
Finally, it is important to note that during the development of this roadmap over the last 18 months,
we could observe a shift in the technology usage. While SMS was almost the only technology used
during last 3 or 4 years, lots of project are now investigating voice applications and data-service
based applications. With the increase of coverage of data service, the far-lower cost compared to
SMS, and the availability of ultra-low-cost handsets supporting data service, this technology offers
far greater possibility than SMS, and is a powerful alternative. However, this potential is still largely
untapped by service developers.
Concerning the use of mobile browsers as an application platform, there are very few examples of
the use of this technology in specific field projects. However, the study in this document
demonstrates that this solution has the potential to meet most of the challenges identified on both
the user and author sides. In order to take advantage of these opportunities, further work
addressing comprehensively and adequately issues such as illiteracy, languages, digital literacy,
and the monetization of services needs to be embarked on. With the improvement of the
technology, the quick increase in data-service coverage, and the continuing reduction in the unit
price of web-enabled mobile phones, this technology will surely have a major role in the future.
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11. Annexes
11.1 Abbreviations
3G : A family of standards for wireless communications, of 3rd Generation
3GPP: 3rd Generation Partnership Project, a collaboration between groups of telecommunications
associations, to make a globally applicable third generation (3G) mobile phone system specification
API : Application Programming Interface
AT : Assistive technologies
BOP or BoP: base or bottom of pyramid, the largest, but poorest socio-economic group
BSC: Base Station Controller
CB: Cell Broadcast
CBC: Cell Broadcast Center
DEWN: Disaster & Emergency Warning Network
DMC: Disaster Management Center
EPROM: Entrepreneurial programming and research on mobiles, initiated at MIT
ERCIM: European Research Consortium for Informatics and Mathematics
ETSI: European Telecommunications Standards Institute
ETWS: Earthquake and Tsunami Warning System
EU-FP7 : European Union Seventh Framework Programme
GNI: Gross National Income

GPRS : General packet radio service
GSM : Global System for Mobile communications: originally from Groupe Special Mobile
GSMA : GSM Association
HTML : Hypertext Markup Language
ICT : Information and communication technologies
ICTD : Information and Communication Technologies and Development
IP: Internet Protocol
ISP: Internet Service Provider
ITU : International Telecommunication Union
IVR : Interactive Voice Response
J2ME: Java Micro-Edition, the java language on mobiles
LTE: Long Term Evolution, a mobile telecommunication standard,successor to UMTS
MIDP: Mobile Information Device Profile
MIT: Massachusetts Institute of Technology
MVNO: Mobile virtual network operator
MW4D IG : Mobile Web for Social Development Interest Group
NGO: Non-governmental organization
PBX: Private branch exchange, a type of telephone exchange that serves a particular business or
office
PP: Point to Point
R&D : research and development
RDS: Radio Data System
RSS: Really Simple Syndication, a web feed formats used to publish frequently updated content
SDK: Software Development Kit
SIGCHI: Special Interest Group on Computer–Human Interaction
SMS : Short message service
SR : Speech recognition
TTS : text-to-speech
UMTS: Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
UNDP : United Nations Development Programme
UNESCO : United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization

URL : Uniform Resource Locator
USSD : Unstructured Supplementary Service Data
VoIP : Voice over Internet Protocol
W3C : World Wide Web Consortium
WAI : Web Accessibility Initiative
WAP : Wireless Application Protocol
WCAG : Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
WHO : World Health Organization
WML: Wireless Markup Language, markup used in mobile phones
WWW : World Wide Web
WYSIWYG: What you see is what you get
XML : Extensible Markup Language

11.2 Definition
Accessibility: Web accessibility means that people with disabilities can use the Web. More
specifically, Web accessibility means that people with disabilities can perceive, understand,
navigate, and interact with the Web, and that they can contribute to the Web. Web accessibility also
benefits others, including older people with changing abilities due to aging.
Application level tool: more advanced tools focusing on specific tasks or type of applications,
offering advanced features, complex user interactions, or dynamic content, for authors without
programming skills.
Application Store:Also known as digital distribution platforms for mobile devices. The application
Store is a service accessible directly from the phone as a specific application which allows users to
browse and download applications. These applications are available to purchase or free of charge,
depending on the application. The applications are downloaded directly to the phone.
Bearer Services: Bearer service is a telecommunications term referring to a service that allows
transmission of information signals between network interfaces. See the complete [196]Wikipedia
definition.
Discoverability: Ability for a user to use tools to automatically find existing services, content or
applications. The existence of search engines on the Web enables potentially all resources to be
found by any user without external intervention
Mobile Browsing: Mobile browsing refers to browser-based web services such as the World Wide
Web, WAP and i-Mode (Japan) using a mobile device such as a cell phone, PDA, or other portable
gadget connected to a public network. This definition is also usually used for Mobile Web. In the
context of this document, the term Mobile Web has a broad scope, as defined below
Mobile Web: In the context of this document, the term ' Mobile Web ' should be understood in its
widest sense, accessing and interacting with Web content from a mobile phone. It is not limited to
Mobile Browsing only.
PABX or PBX: A private branch exchange (PBX) is a telephone exchange that serves a particular
business or office, as opposed to one that a common carrier or telephone company operates for
many businesses or for the general public. PBXs are also referred to as:

PABX - private automatic branch exchange
EPABX - electronic private automatic
[107]See a detailed wikipedia definition.
Platform-level tool: Platform-level tools are tools enabling the use of a particular technology in a
complete free way, without any specific task focus.
Premium SMS Service: a way to have overcharged SMS number. [3]See a detailed definition
SDK: Software Development Kit
Usability: In human-computer interaction, usability often refers to the elegance and clarity with
which the interaction with a computer program or a web site is designed ([194]excerpt from
Wikipedia Definition).
Widget: a widget is a local HTML/CSS/JavaScript web application. A mobile phone user downloads
a widget once, and from that moment on he has a web application stored locally on his mobile
phone. (excerpt from [195]Quirksmode blog)

